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Preface

=n the recent progresses of the experiments on divertor

and limiter discharges and design Studies of =NTOR like
●

machines, more precise models of Tokamak plasma are

required. especially from the standpoint of impurity and

particle controls. However,土f we want to 90 a Step

further, it turns out that the present data of atomic and

molecular physics are still insufficient to describe the

models. ℡h土s po土n七 土s what we must improve near future

through collaboration of plasma and atomic physicists.

As the next step of investigation, we must organi2;e the

experiment with appropriate magnetic field configurations

and proper wall materials to suppress serious influences to

core plasma from the edge. Through iterati()ns of such

procedure, we can reach reasonable plasma modelling to form

the rigid base for the next generation machine.
●

Z hope we can discuss these point during the coming 6th

PS= confe.rence in Nagoya.

A. Miyahara
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★

Workshop Diary ･

,

+ March 12 (Mc･･ndag)

13:00 - Registration

13:50 0pen土ng Address:

A. Miyahara (=nst. Plasma Phys., Nagoya'univ.)

D. Post (Princeton Univ., Plasma Phys.
.Lab.)

14･.00 -

L7:00

session i (Chairman : T. Amano)

i - i, N. Fujisawa (JAERI) : Plasma Enginee'ring Conside-

rations on =mpurity Control of Next step

Tokamak, Focussing on =NTOR Design Concept.

i - 2. D. Post (PPPL) : Data Needs for =mpurity Control

Modeling (with D. Heifetz, K. Evans, W. hanger,

R. Janev, J. Weisheit, C. Singer).

i - 3, M. Wakatani (plasma Phys. Lab., Kyoto Univ.) :

S土mulat土on of pellet エnjection Exper土ment･s 土n

Heliotron E (Y. Nakamura and Wakatani).

+ March 13 (Tuesday)

9:00
-

12:30

sessj_on 2 (Chairman .･ D. Heifetz)

2 - i, R. Morse (univ. of Arizona) .･ Ⅹinetic Modeling of
ヽ.

＼

Plasmas near Divertor & Limiter Plates,

Resulting Sputtering Rates & 三叉perimenta11y

=ndentifiable Characteristics (P. McKentY, P.

Gierszewski, J. McMu11en & R. Horse).

Stationary wall Plasma Structure in the Lower

Temperature, Fluid Model Regime (G. Sowers, D.

Morrison and A. Horse).

2 - 2, M. Sugihara (JAER=) : Numerical Analyses of Plasma

and Neutral Pal-ticle Behavior for Poloiaal

D土vertor 土n Fusion Exper土men七al Reactor (w土tb

S. Saito, s. Hitoki and N. Fujisawa).

★Each t土tコ.e 土s the one on七he occasion of presen七at土on.
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2 - 3, D. Post (PPPL) .･ Ah Analytic i-D Divertor朋.odel with

Neutral Sources (with W.D. Langer and A. Petravic).

2 - 4, N. Ohyabu (GA) : Ergodic Boundary Experiment (TEXT)

(with J. deGraggie, N. Brooks and TEXT Group).

14:00 - 17:30

session 3 (Chairman : M. Wakatani)
一′

3
-

i, T. Takizuka (JAER=) : Particle Simulation of Divertc･r

3 - 21),D.

3 - 32),D.

Plasma (with K. Tani and M. Azumi).

13eifetz (PPPL) : Edge Plasma Neutral Transport

Modeling.

Post (PPPL) : Muユti-Dimensional Plasma Edge

Modeling (with M. Petravic, D. Heifetz, G. Kuo-

Petravic, S. I}ieberson- Heifetz)

18=30 - 20三30

Banquet

+ March 14 (wednesday)

9:00 - 12:00

Session 4 (Chairman : D. Sigmar)

4 I

i, K. Sone (JAER=) : Possibility of Recycling Rate Control

at Wall Surfaces.

4 - 2, M. Mohri (Hokkaido Univ.) : Impurity Transport

Exper土ment by Surfase Deposition probe 土n J工PP℡-

=rU and Heliotron I (with T. Yamashina).

4 - 3, Ⅹ.N. Sate (=PP, Nagoya): Study on Alpha-Particle

Diagnostics in Magnetically Confined Plasmas

(With M. Sasao).

i) 3-3 in the distributed program.

2) 3-2 in the distributed program.
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4 -

4, Y. Hamada (=PP, Nagoya) :T =gnition simulation by the

=nteraction of NB= and =CRF (with Y. Ogawa, T.

Amano and T. Watari).

4. -

51),N. Ohyabu (GA) : Boundary Conditions for H-Mode･

14:00 -

17:00

session 5 (Chairman = T. Takizuka)

5 - i, T. Arm.ano (=PP) : Hearting and =mpurity Modeling for

R-Tokamak.

5 -

2, D. Sigmar (ORNL) : Impurity control with Momentum

Sources, Part =-Theory.

十March 15 (Thurthdag)

9:00
-

11sOO

Session 6 (Chairman : N. Ohyabu)

6 - i, T. HiL-aYama (JAER=) : Simulation of =mpurity Transport

in H-Mode Tokamak Discharge.

6 - 2, D. Sigmar PRNL) : Impurity Control with Momentum

Sources, Part ==-Transport Modeling Results.

ll:15 - 12=00

session 7 (Chairman = D. Post)

Sumary and Future Prospects

A. Miyahara (=nst. Plasma Phys., Nagoya Univ.)

W. Sadowski (u.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE) )

13:00 - 14;00

Laboratory Visits in =pp, Nagoya University.

i March 16 (Friday)

Workshop Visit to JAER=, Tokai.

i) 5-3 in the distributed program.
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ーplasma Engineering Considerations on =mpuri亡y Contrゥl of亡he

Next-Step Tok&mak, Focussing on INTOR Design Concept

Fusion Research and Development Center

Tokai Research Establishment
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Noboru Fuj isawa
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1. Introduc亡lon

I'!eat8 and particles flowing out from plasmas with軸eir finite

confirLement tines have- to be removed reliably. inevitable plastna-

surface irLteraCtions in those situations would generate impurities

from surfaces, which gi'.ve severe influences on plasma confinement

i)erformance and have to be Well controlled･瓜e critical issue Of

the itupurity control should be understood with well-balanced develop一

皿ents both in plasma physics, particularly peripheral pla苧tnaS'and ill

tecbnolo8y associated With heat and particle removal･

Looking back into past fusion reseaches, ttle itnpurity control

played an outs亡anding】.y important r()1e i.a production of higb亡empera-

lure plastnas. rn a path to success in fusion reactors, of course, the

impurity control will hold a essential key.工n the工NTOR Workshop,

the impurity control issue has been actively tackled since the Phase

Zero Workshop [1,2,3], with recognizing it as one of criti甲1 issues

affecting the工NTOR design r.oncept.

Difficulties in the impurity control proben depend partly on

powers to be renoved> which are predicted to amount to about i GW in

reactors.､工n the history of the ilnpurity control studies in tokamaks

up to nov> enphases have been placed on trying to keep plasma as clean

as possible in order to get higher temperature plasma･{･t･ Taking into

account fortnidably large power to be harLdled in future tokamak reactorsタ

however} the inpurit:y conctrol concept should be reconsidered to change

its tendency into harmoni2:ed co-existence with impurities● where most

part of power could be taken out throughradiations caused by iTnPurities･

some symptoms of such a tendency ls already observed in亡be present large

tokanaks such as JT-60, JET, and TFTR. The next tokamaks, a good

-9-



J.I
i

representative of which is INTOR, seem to be just on a corner of the
Ll

turnaround in the･ impurity
･corLtrOl. st工ategy.., t.1 :

,･

Section 2 will Preview th_e plasina Oper･lation nod-a which -its -india-:
■

pensable to pert_LOrm INTO_R 6bjec･tives.. Sect土on 3､ w主11 deLSIcribe
･c-ritic;dl -

items fo羊the i叩uri亡y COntrOl in色dkadaksl.
-Section 4 will1･ cou也pa-r'e ･

two potential carLdidates for the工NTOR impurity control■ i.e.
I po1･bidlal･ ･

′r

diverこor and torpidal p_umped ユi血ter.I r

Section･ 5
will

di岳亡ti細f飽豆i:b'ility

of h主gh-derLSity, low-1teTnperature plas皿aS near divertor colleさto'r prlate~.

SurEnary is presented in Section 6. I

lll

-10-



2.工NTOR mis.sions and plasma operation mode compatible with them

工n a白tta七色gy Of a亡okL.nat fusion pro群attme工NTOR canbe defined

as the major expeTinent･ betweeh the present generation of large toka･lAaks

(TFTR, ~JE.I, IJT-･60, T.-1与) and the generation of demonstration reactors.

The･ principal role of工NTOR generally is t:he engineering demonstration

off tokamak reactors [l].

The reactor-relevant mode of plasma operatio:･1 is required to achieve

the above major mis.gion. Concretely, the following mode of operation is

requited for the 工NTOR plasma.

(1)工gni亡ed IトT plasma

(2) Controlled bllrn pulse of >10O s

(3) Reactor level neutron wall loading of ≡ 1凹Ⅳ･m~2

(4) Duty cycle ～ 70完

(5) Availability of 25-50 7.

The Zero Phase of the tNTOR Workshop, which was conducted during

1979, addressed the programmatic roles and 亡he technical objectives of

ZNTOR and assessed plasma physics and technology bases requisite for

such an工ⅣTOR experimen亡♀ and finally concluded that such an engineering

test facility was feasible, provided that the supporting research and

developmen亡ac亡1vlty ls slgnificantly expanded.
●

The tNTOR Workshop was extended into Phase One, in early 198O,

the objective of which was to develop a conceptual design of the INTOR

experiment. As a result of this de61gn york, the major 工NTOR design
●

parameters, slnown in Table 1, were developed in some detailand critical

probleTnE Were identified. ･

From the viewpoint of the impurity control, the considerably crucial

parameters may be the alpha heating power of 124 MW and the long burn

-円EJ-



time of 100-200 s.

LI

Alpha particles of high energy produced via D-T reac亡ion beat

D-T particles in the tnain plasm冬region. Host power of the alpha

heating, then, flov8 Out Of the core plastna throughconduction and
ri

corlVeCtion processes-. The major role of the impurity control therefore

is to remove such a large power without deteriorating ¢onfinement

′′

performance of the main plastna.

Alpha particles after slowing dowTL are ashes and should- be re甘10Ved

as soon as possible. Otherwise,the concentration of the heli1皿aSh

increases in the elapse of burning, and eventually they dilu.te the

D-T reaction and at the same tithe raise a plasma beta
value, which

would be significantly severe constraint for tokamak plasnas at

present.

1タ

-12･-



3. Probl号Tn description

me design work of the impurity control system needs many

important items to be evaluated. They are not only in plasma physics,

but also include an impurity control engineering area. The major
●

problematic items are as follows.

(1) parameters cf scrape-off plasmas which dまrec亡1y interac亡With

collector plates, receiving heatand particle fluxes froth the

tnain plasma.

(2) Behaviors of iTnpuritie.s released from collector platesand first

walls} both in the scrape-off layer and in the main plastna.

(3) Heat and particle fluxes onto collector pla亡esand first walls.

(4) tlelium ash exhaust.

(5) Overall evaluation of the itnpurity co.ntrol system from the plasma

physics and technology viewpoints.

One third of 亡he alpha heating power, around 40 1N, is assumed

to be radiated to first walls irL the tNTOR operating Senario. The

rest of it, about 80凹Ⅳ,therefore is transfered throughthe main

pla8ma edge to scrape-off plasmas and heats them tap.批at parameters

the scrape-off plastnas get is signlficantly crucial for itnpurity control

studies. Because the scrape-off plastna directly interacts with collector

plates and the energy of charge exchanged neutral particles plunging

into the first walls also depends on the scrape-off plasma parameters.

The parameters of a.･iCraPe-Off layer, such as density, temperature,

and亡helr profiles, are strongly dependen亡on heat and particle fluxes

fron tnairL Plasmas, particle and thermal diffusivities ill the layer,

behaviors of neutral DT particles and impurities f'rom collector plates

-･13-



and firs亡walls. The reliable estimation of such parametets needs

ヽ

adequate data based on experimenta1and theoretical development? ･

Behaviors of im uri亡1es

The TnOSt eSSentia1･way for the impurity control is to avoid
z

i)

inpuritiesd form beirLg released from pュat:a and walls. 工亡is however

■::l

impossible to completely suppress the impurity
ejection. Then, it

becomes crucial for the impurity control to shield impurities from

going into the main pla8tna and to keep it as cleanas poLqSible.

Therefore,the behavior of impurities in the scrape-Off layer
should

be understood ln enough detail for亡he deslgn.工f 亡he effec亡of

impurities would亡urn to be so lまt亡1e, tbelr radiation could be used

positively in ways to reduce plasma temperature to decrease the heat
ll

load to collector plates.､

The
･behaviors of impurities from walls and helium particles

produced throughD-T reactions in the main plasnas is also influencial

on the plasTna COnfinement performance. SoTne Part Of iTnPuril:ies f'rom

walls and plates could unavoidably reach the main plasmas, especially

high-Z impurities have great influences on the confinement performance.

On the other harLd, if impurities Would riot accumulate in the center

of the main plastnas and their radiations could concentrate in the

edge of the plasma colqm, the radiation loss machinery could be used

to reduce the heat power to the scrape-off plasma.

As mentioned earlier,the long confinement time of belまロm ions､

is dan官ernuS for lollg burning, because of its tendencies ヒo dilute

D-T reactions and to increase plasma beta valves. The steady exhaust

■1

of the helium ashes also needs completeunderstanding of the helium

ash behavior in the main and scrape-off plasmas.

-14-



革ea軍_and particle fluxes 亡o･
plates and walls

●

The heat and particle fluxes, including their energy spectra, are

indispensable to the design study on the impurity control system･ They

should be evaluated in some detail, based on assessment of the above

items men亡ioned･ In addition to them事mOreOVer事 亡he design work needs

other conditions to be considered) such as neutron wall loading> thermal

and electromagnetic influences due to plasma disruptions, feasibility

of maintenance and assembly of a reactor core, configulations 〇f poloidal

magnetic fields for plasma equilibritm and so on.

tlelium ash exhaust

The helium ash should be removed con亡inuously at 亡he same rate as

the alpha production to achieve 亡be long burn operation of 100-200 s.

The ptnping requirement should of course be as s'Lnall as possible to

mitigate needs on research and developmen亡for a evacuating system.

Moreover> if possible) a selective evacuation of the heliunash, which

means 亡o pump ou亡mainly helium gases, should be paid some heeds to

reduce the demands on a trititm processing system.

Overall evalua亡lon for in

A亡presen亡various impurity control concepts are proposed and

investigated experimentally and 亡heoreticallv. Which is the most
■ウ

favorable for エNTOR should not be answered from only plasma consi(二era-

亡ion■ it needs overall evaluation ranging from plasma physics亡O亡he
†

technology･ Furthermore). a future extention of the concept should

be taken into considerations, because comercial reactors at present

designs WOuld produce a huge alpha heat号･ng power reaching about 1 GW事

which is by one order as large as INTOR･ Therefore> the most suitable

method for LNTOR might not necesarily extend to demonstration reactors･

-15-･



4. Comparison study between single-n_ull poloidal divertor and toroidal

ヽ

pumped liml亡er

The pre-conceptual design at the Phase One INTOR Workshop accom-
●

modal;a the single-nu11･ poloidal
divertor a8 a reference impurity

control method, based on data bases and some simple evaluation of

scrape=off plasnas [2].

The impurity control issue was-pointed as one of some critical

technical issues to be resolved at the Phase-加o-A (Part 1) Workshop,I

which affect the工NTOR design concept. During this phase, the poloidal

divertor was investigated in more detail, and together with it the

pumped limiter concept was also emphasized to compare it with the

divertor. As a result of those efforts, the poloidal divertor was

recotnnended to lieve as a reference method of the ZNTOR impurity

control.

The results of the cotnparison between the divertor and limiter

concepts are shown in Table 2.皿eir brief evaluations are described

in the followirLgS.

Plasma arame亡ers in fron亡 of collector 1a亡es

PlastnAS in a scrape-off layer, especially in front of colle屯tor

p.Laces, are crucial for impurity controlability. They depend on

recycling D-T particles near the neutralizer plate, on the assumption

of constan亡beat flu又es and no ilnpuri亡ies･工n general, with a large

pumping Speed and a particle supply with a pellet injection, the density
●

and temperature of scrape-off plasmas respectivelly decreases and increases.

工n a region of high-temperature (e.g. 1 kV) and low-density (e.g.
L｢

of the order of lola m-3), the sputtering yield of the collector plates

is decreasing with increasing D-T particle energy, since i亡is beyond

-16-



its max血じm･ The incident I)-T particle flux is also reduced to great
●

extent due.亡o reduced particle fluxes. In consequence, the flux of

Sputtered plate materials canbe reduced significantly.

･

-･f加ten比al realizability of suc'h high亡enperature scrape-off plasma,

however, seems at present to significantly low because of no experimental

indicatidns'and of concerns in arcing. It should be prudent to select

such high一tenperature arid low-density scrape-off ~plasmas for工NTOR.

The-another operation region, which is just on the other side to

the above rand -beneficial
for亡he impurity control, is low-tetnperature

(<～30 eV), high-density (≧ 1020t nI3) plasTnaS. Such plasmas Were lately

observed､near th色nputrali2:er plates in Doublet Ⅱ and ASDEX highdensity

dlverヒor discharges, and some elaborate dlvertor analyses codes indicate

high possibility in the =NTOR open-type divertor.

On the other hand, 1imiter plasmas are found to be difficu1亡to

af坤foac･h the high-density, low-temperature region.■ Analyses on liniter

plastnas 'di岳co18e Scrape-Off layer plasmas to be tnedium temperature (50-200

-e甘)畠ndrtaediun-density
(< 1020 m13). This temperature range is un favor-

able
for the impurity control, since亡he spot:tering yield of materials

is ne畠r their maximum.

Llt

.

担purity i
Cdtitfolability

'The'土mpurity control function can be subdivided into two･ One is

to suppress impuritie昏from being released from materials, and the

other is to prevent released impurities from going into the main plasmas･

The first function, reducti'on of impurity release, can work by

decreムsing plasma temperatures in front by plates and walls. The

scr畠pe⊥bffL plasma near the divertor plates has large possibility in

亀etLtih岳'to
i帥~ tempeta亡ures. The ldw-temperature (e.g. ≦ 30･eV) near

-17-



the limi亡er may be unrealis亡ic at pre畠ent, aS mentidned above.
_
h

ヽ

this context, the divertor could have more reliable impurity con-

trolability than the li血丁亡er.

The second function., prevention of contam皇nation of the main plasma,

can also be observed considerable difference between the divertor
land

liniter concepts, Stetnming from difference in distance between the

main plastn丘S and the plates. Ⅰ叩u1.ities released from the limまter

plates easily reach亡he main plasmas because the limiter plates are

in a close vicinity of the tnain plasmas. ZTnpurities released from

the divertor plates could be forced to return to the plates due to

electric fields in Sheath and pre-sheath and frictional forces by D-T

particle
flows toward the plates.

ぬterials for collectc ⊆空堅!璽璽

Haterlals for the lゴ.miter plates would be limited 亡o lowT買, because

the medium一亡etnperature (50-200 eV) near the plates could result in the

self-sputtering yield of more than unity for medium- and high-Z喝at阜rials.

工n the divertor case, as mentioned above, the lov-tetnperature

plasmas (<～30
eV)

near the plates could be realized in a h皇gh4ensity

operation. Then the divertor plate materials tnight
be free from the

sputtering problem, they should be selected
from

other consider早tions

on redeposition of first甘丘11 materials,thermal damage due to disrgp一

亡土ons, and so on.

Erosion of firs亡 wall

Charge excha串ged DIT neutral p?rticles would erode slgnificaやtly
r

Lコ

the first val上s. For instよnce,弓puttered quan亡i亡y from the s亡a阜nle弓芦-

steel first wall would amount亡?早bout l亡9n/year under charge exch甲g牢

-18-



power of a few凹W･ Those impurities have great effects on the impurity
●

control concept. Especially in the divertor case, the flow velocity

of the
､Scrape-off

plasmas becomes considerably low and impurまties

releas早d fro句, the walls near a divertor entrance night
lrave

chances

of penetra吐ng into the main plasma. tn the litniter case the situation

might not be Sol Serious, because the charge excharLge loss is concentrated

near the -1iTniter and the flow velocity would not decrease so much.

Effec堕_ On plasma confinetne_nt perfornanc早

Lately, energy &onfinement tine with liniter plasmas was Observed

to be fairly degraded with increasing heating power, and it was also

found to recover With the diverted
plasmas, i.e. tI-mode. If such a

trend continues. the divertor concept should be applied to INTOR.

Posibility of tZ-tnode operations with the ptJmPed limit:er, however, is

still open, and more elaborate researches should be needed.

ぬⅩinun heat load on collector 1ates

Capablllty in removal of beat has some differences between the

limiter阜nd d主vertor plaJ:e革, Stemming from their configurations. The

pumped limlter has to accomodate a exhausting space behind the limiter

plates, and the liniter sh_ape t8uSt have a tip. The capability of heat

removal a亡 亡be llml亡er tip is weaker tban亡he plate because of its

structural 1･estriction. At the tip poloidal magnetic field also is

normal to the surface, then the liniter tip must be far away fl.On the

main plasma edge so as to reduce the heat load at it. The fact could

surely
lead to a large demand of evacuation sys亡em･

-19-



Life of collee亡or 1a亡es 二†

L
L

.

㌔

･
ヽ
.

The limit:er plates of ･1low-Z materials suffer sevete erosion due-

to亡heir highsp･}ttering yields. For instance, the erosion rate of

low Z五Iaterials might
be. about 100 cm/year in continuous operation,

assuming no redeposition of sputtered Tnatefials. Spllttered material岳､

however_ could be instantaneously ioni2;ed in front of the plate8■ afLdJ

they would have highprobability in reutrning back to the plates and

redepositing on them. Some analy2;ing codes disclose that the net

erosion rate of low-Z tnaterials
is significantly reduced to a f岳v cm

per year. The life亡ine of the low-Z li7niter is evaluated to be a f色w

yearS･

In the high-density, low-temperature divertor case, the collector

plates could hardly be eroded, employing refractory materials as a

plate. The lifetime of the divettor plates night
be certainly long.

The divertor plates wo111d rather suffer the redepositidn of the first

wall materials, which co血d govern the lifetime.

Pumping requirement

工n the pumped liniter case, the tip of the liniter plates has to

locate far a官ay from the edge of the mairL Plasnas a-ue to it岳weak heat

retnova-bility. Therefore, particle flux going into the chanbLer for

pumping behind the limiter plate is limited to a small part of the

total particle flux to the liml亡er. The fact demands a large pumping

speed of more than lO5見/s in the pumped limiter case.
1

The high-denJSity. low-temperature plasmas near the divertor plates

produce concomitantly highpressures of neutral D-T and tie gases. The

moderate requirement of a evacuation system (104- 105見/s) could be

enough to remove the helium ash at the same rate as the alpha production｡

-20-



Torus si21e

The magnetic configuration of the divertor
plasmas possesses

magnetic null points at the mairL Plasma edge･ The presence of the null

points surely enlarge a
plasma volume compared with the limiter plasmas.

Horeover事 the divertor region is necessary beyond the null points, which
●

fur亡hemqre expands a room for plasnas･ Eventua11y事 the si2:e Of toroidal

coils'which is
practically tantamount to the torus size事 SWells signif-

icantly. The 工NTOR cost study disclosed that the si2ie Of the toroidal

coils with the limlter is reduce by 15完fron that wi亡h亡he diver亡or,

which results in 12完reduction in cost including power supply mentioned

later.

Poloidal coil power supply

The divertor plasmas evidendiy need larger poloidal coil current

than the liniter plasmas due to the presence of the null points at the

main plasma edge. In the single null configulation like ZNTOR, in

addition to亡he large coil current,亡be asymetry increases forces on

the toroidal coils, which leads 亡o strong support structures and

ultimately to large torus size. The poloidal power supply with the

divertor, which occupies a na3Or Part Of the totalpower supply, is

bigger亡han th早t With the lゴmiter｡

h the above, comparisons between 亡he diver亡or and pumped limiter

are made from bo亡b sides of plasma physics and亡echnology, with some

emphasis placed on physics. On the basis of the above evaluations･

工t was recommended as a
reヲult of Phase一加o-A (Part 1)工NTOR Workshop

studies that the single-null poloidal divertor should be the reference

impurity control option∫ and that the pumped limiter should be retained

as a design option.
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5. Low-temperature, high-density divertor plasma8

The most reliable impurity control concept for INTOR could be at

present the divertor with low-tetnperature, high-density plasnas near

▲

the plates.

Those low-temperature in divertor plasmas were observed in Doublet

Ⅱ at first titne 【4], and after that they were also reproduced in ASDEX

and PDX. Especially note that the results from I)oublet Ⅱ are remarkably

important for tNTOR> because they have no special room for a divertor

and their shape is open-type similar to the INTOR divertor･

Those interesting experimental results stimulated studies on divertor

analyses and some elaborate codes have been developed to predict the low-

temperature, high-density divertor operation for INTOR･

5.1 Simulatlon of Doublet Ⅱ experiments

Hajor results of the single-null poloidal
divertor experitnents in

Doublet Ⅱ are as follows [4]

+ Metal impurities, typically titanium, are reduced by about one
●

order> changlng from litniter to divertor discharges} especia11y
●

亡bey are negligibly small ln blgb density discbarges･

O Neutral hydrogen gas pressures near the divertor reachanorder

of 10-3 Torr> which are larger by two orders than those in liniter

discharges. Furthemor'e, in helium gas injection cases, h色1ium

gas pressure reach 10一斗Torr} which would result in reduction

in pumping requiremen亡･

+ Radiation losses from the divertor region increase with increasing
●

plasma densities and ge亡 亡o one half of 亡be input power･

o High-densities (～ 1 × 1020 m~3), low-temperature (Te= 8 eV) plasmas

near亡he divertor plates are observed even under conditions of

-22-



tyTBエh.eating, 4-5 MW.

The divertor
analysis code consi:st of hydrodynamic equations of

divertof pld占由cdupled with neuti･als analyized by a Monte Carlo

method･
`

The 】甘ぇ1idity of t･he Edivertor codeぬS checked by
capability

in explanation of experimental results.

Co叫arisons of densities and temperatures between Doublet 】Ⅱ

experi血eTIt畠and code analyses are displayed in Fig. 1. It can be

found ttlat the code fairly well explains the experiments.

5･2 Pla8ぬparameter for th占工NTOR divertor

The code mentioned above can predict plasma paraTneterS Of the INTOR

divertor, which are tnainly dependent upon heat and particle fluュ(eS flowing

irLtO the divertor from the main plasnas. Densities and temperatures

near the divertor plates are shown in Fig. 2 as a ftJnCtion of the particle

flu又es with as a pal-ameter Of the heat fluxes. Outstanding features are

that plastna tetnperatures decrease below 10 eV beyond a certain value of

the particle fluxes and that densities increase over LORD m-3 near the

plate. In high-density, low一亡emperature divertor plas7Zla, the code also

predicts that radiation losses by hydrogen neutrals atnount to over 50完

of the input power.

The at､ove result is preliminary, and adoption of such a low-tetuperature

concept to the tNTOR reference should need tnore evaluations･ tn any way,

it is likely that the INTOR divertor plasmas would be in a low-temperature

high-density reglme･ The code also includes no impurities∫ and the future
●

developmen亡sbould evolve elabolate hydrogen atom and molecular effects

and plausible impurity bebaviors･ The consistency be亡ween亡be diver亡or

and the main plasma moreover should be paid heeds to, and operating

conditions must be made clear, which make sure the low-temperature and

high-density diver亡or plasma opera亡ion･
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6. Conclusions

L1

1) The single-null poloidal divertor coqc早pt 乍ould be t_he pl叩8ible I

inpurity c9ntrOl in th,早neXt device, and it_ is reco叩endstd t_c! be

r

as a reference in INTOR

2) The divertor, configuration of INTOR is open type due to
p¢1年da1'

coils exterior to toroidal coils, the relia･ble code pred土ct革high

probalility of high-density, low-tetnperature p1年Sma寧near the.pla与e.

3) The ptJnped litniter option is important, particularly in an aspect

of its sitnplicity.工ts potential to th弓eXten亡ion it1亡o cotnmercial

reactors should be taken into considerations!
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Table 1.エNTORぬjor Parameters

ヽ

pLASHA
き

Plasma major radius, Rp
(

Plasma radi也,一a

Plasma elongation, K

Burn,average beta, iB>

Average ion temperature, <Ti>

血erage ion density, <ni>

Energy confinement tine, TE

Pl畠sma current, I?

Field on chanbet a7tis･ Bi

Peak thertnoTLuClear power, Pth

Neutron wall load, Pn

OPERAT ION

Burn titn占馳age工/工I and Ⅱ

Duty eycFle, stageエ/工工and+ Ⅰ江

宙tJnber of ,さulses (1ifetitAe)

出axitnum avallab'iliJty goal

皿貯UR工TY CONTROL

Method

Collector

Power to divertor

FIRST WALL

Power to first wall

ぬ亡erial
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Density increaseもy the pe11e与inJeCtion into血agnetically
≡阜

confined plasmas is anin亡亀resting subject from th色point of view

of 亡be 亡ransport theory. Recently the pelleヒinjection

experitnent becomes popular in tokamaksl[)
I- 4)

and stellarators5)

and the remarkable- result of ne(0)てE
- 8-声11013 cm-3sec is

obtained in AIca亡or C･ where ne(0) dendt･es a Central electron

density
andで畠is energy confinement time･

i

There are two important processes主n thle analy畠es of pellet

inJeCtion･ ･ One is ablation process and the'other is transport
■

process of the deposited particles･ヤhe ablation process is

calcula亡ed by Milora-Foster mode17) a去d
a self-limiting process

which is the effect of cooling the t岳rget plasma by the pellet on

the ablation rate. Typical ablation profills along the pellet

injection pass are shown in Fig･71･･ Here we asst?嘩ne(r)
≡ 6･0〆

1019(1･･(r/a)2) + 5 K･1017紬-3] and Te(r) = 600(-ユー(r/a)2) +

10【eV】 and to主aュ par-ticle number of the pellet 5.･86 X 1019.
サJ

There data are consistent with the pellet injection experiment
●

into 11eliotro血 E with a major radius R - 2.2 m and an average
●

minol･ radius & = 20 cm.

The particle deposition profile is coupled with the numer-

ical code8) to study the tLra甲POrt prOC･eSS in Heliotron E･ The

cur?=entless plasma was produced by decreasing the ohmic heating

current from 10 kA to 500 A in the numerical calculation. The

transport coefficients･, D - DneO + 5･O X lo事e/れe [m2/sec]･

xe -xeneo. 1･5メ101?/ne[p2/sec] and Xi =〆ineO
were as-

sumed. The neutral beam injection heating of 1.44 凹打 was

calculated by using the linearized Fockker-Planck equation. The
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pellet of total particles, 4･2 X 1019,_was injected with the

l

velocity of 1000 m/s･ The radiation loss was included through an

assumed Zeff.
1

=n F='-g･ 2･ the pellet abiation profile･ Te(r)･ Ti(r) and
そ-

ne('r)-ate shown after the pellet Linjection at T - 150 msec･

Fig. 3 sもows time evolution of various parameters. The average

density ne lS increased from 2･5 X IO19[m-3] to 5 x lO19[m-3]･
~~=

■

The abrupt increase of ne(0) means that the pellet goes across

the magnetic axis･ The central temperature Te(0) and Ti(0)

almost recover the vallleS before the pellet injection. The

confinement timeてE and tp also increase according to the assumed

transport coefficient (AIcator-like scaling). The pressure

profile lS Shown in Fig.4. The peaked profile just after the

pellet injection shows non-adiabatic heating occurs near the
●

central region. When beta value increases by the pellet injec-

tion, MtID stability against the pressure driver modes becomes aLn

important factor to determine the pellet size and velocity.

Tbe comparion between 亡be numerical results and the pellet

injection experiment carried out in this January is under way･
●
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Figure Captions

rig･ 1 Ablation rate profile al`on亭the pellet path･
P

Fig. 2 Profiles of abfation rate, electron density and plasma

temperatures of Eeliotron E NB工heated cur=rentless

plasma. Pellet is injected at T-150 msec.

Fig･ 3 Time evolution of plasma parameters corre.sponding to F阜g･

2.

Fig. 4 Behavior of pressure profile after the pellet injection.
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NumericalAmLalyses of Plasma and Neutral P主rticle Behavior fQr

PQ王didal D'ivertor in Fusio? Experimental Reac七o士●~
r

*

Masayoshi SUG工ⅥARA, Seiji SA工TO ,

**
Shigehisa H工TOKI and Noboru FUJISAWA

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Naka-tnachi, Naka-gun,工baraki, Japan

1. Zntr.6ducti.A

Recent design works of the experimental fusion reactors Lav早

stimulated the experiTnental 【1-4】 and theoretical 【5-9] studies on the

heat remova･1 and related impurity control measures. A possibility of

the heli皿aSh exhaust using a model poloidal divertor was discussed

in the earlier reports [5,6] by meaTIS Of a Mon亡e Carlo simulation of

亡be neutral particles and ions in ttle dlver亡or cba血ber. Their model

[5] was based on the simple sheath theory as to the estimation of the

scrape-off variables that were assumed to be tmiform along the magnetic

field line. The observations of the cold and dense divertor plasma in

DⅡ【1,2] and ASDEX 【3] experimen亡S have indicated the strong inhotno-

genei亡y of 亡be scrape-off plasma along亡he field line. This feature

has also been nuznerically investigated on the basis of the fluid model

of the scrape-off plasma 【7-9].工n this paper,ちbe possible attainment

of the highdensity operation in the PER d加erto'r is. inve畠tig畠ted using

a self-consistent treatment･for the scrape-off plarsma and neutrals. The

scrape-off plasmas are described by亡he fluid e'quations consisting of

* Hitachi Energy Research Labcratory, Hitachi, Japan

** Mitsubishi Electric Company, Tokyo, Japan
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the part土clei血mentumt･ahd ±enTergy co由ervation- equations along亡he magnetic

field,-- line.- The neutral particle tratlSpOrt is simulated by the Monte Carlo

me亡hod･. Their intefac亡ions亡hroughioni2;ation and charge exchange processes

are solved -self-consistently with the scrape-off plasma by an iterative

procedure.

2. Model of Neutral Particle Transport [10]

2.i Particle Tracking Method

The neutral particle notions initiated at the neutrali2:er Plate are

followed by the Honte Carl占sinulation tnethod. The particle trajectories

are tracled at the space intervals between space lattices｡ The reaction

points are searched within the space interval by generating a random rLumber

according to the reaction Probability.

After ioni2:ation of neutral particles, the tracking is teminated,

While after the charge exchange a new velocity is assigned to the tleutral

particle, by generating a random number according to亡heぬⅩwellian velocity

distribution of the back ground ions. A new velocity is also given亡O a

reflected neutral in collision with the divertor chamber wall.

The tracking of neutral particles is tertninated When they return

back to the main plasma region across the entrance of divertor throat,
●

or leave the bot亡on of the exhausting duct.

2.2 The Physical Model

The ioni2:ation T･rOCeSS Of neutral atoms is described on亡he basis

of the ioni2:aticn rate coefficients using the Freetnan and JorLeS fornula[11]

for fuel particles and ･Lot2:'s formula[12] for heliums･ As for the charge

exchange, the Riviere's formula[13] is used･ Neutral particles colliding

wl亡h亡he chamber wall are assumed 亡O be reflected at亡be ra亡eS given Ref.

[14]. There are few experiments and theories concerning the dependence

on o of亡be reflection coe臼icien亡S, eXCep亡for the normal incldence【14ト
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The numerical calctllat-ion s,bows tha･t the Te缶1ection_ coeff主cients.. approa'th

to unity as 0 goes亡o 90｡【15], wtlere 0 is the. incident angle measured-

froT?the nor申al to the surface･ Therefore we as_some for sin卓1icity亡hel･

linear angular dependence. Particles which alre-TLOt ･reflected are adsorbed
r

and then desorbed at wall temperature. The angle of reflected or d'esorbed

particles is determined by cosine distribution based on the assumption of

′■'

roughsurface in molecular level. There is still large uncertainty in

亡bese reflection model, especiallyまn low incident energy.工f, forまn-

stance, mirror reflection &s dotninant, the estitnation of the effective

conductatlCe Of the evacuating duct will be tnuch altered. Deuterium and

tritium particles desorbed from亡he wall are in 7nOlect11ar form. Dominant

processes for亡bese moleeules【16】 are inco工･pOrated.

2.3 The scoring Method for the Neutral Distributions

lkanflight tithe of particle畠in each space lattice is db亡ained by

following the particle trajectories at every space lattice･. The neutral

density distributions are calculated from the mean fligh亡times of test

particles,the total particle flux from the neutralizer plate and the

volume of the space lattice[ユ7].

3. Fluid Model

The fluid equations in conservation forth derived by Braginskii[18]

can be reduced to the equation.q along亡he field line[19]. The particle,

momentutn and energy conservation equations projected on the poloidal

cross section shown in fig. 2. are given by
●

去fk,z(Ⅹ,Z)- Sk(Ⅹ,Z)
･去(D⊥

ank(Ⅹ,之)

∂Ⅹ
) , (k=D,T,He) , (3-1)

【np(Ⅹ･z)(2U(x･z) +之pTe(Ⅹ,z) + Ti(Ⅹ･Z))】

BT

･享⇒
:__.=

B
p

[sp(x･z) +
∂

{2U(Ⅹ,z)
ax

i

v#(Ⅹ･z) ,⊥顎㌍}】
,

ヽレ
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･L巌[f/z･;i,x>i:Z･)
(.1U(x･-z-),

･音Ti(Ⅹ,ェ名)ニ)-Il･ qi(x,a) 】

妄't]fJ卜きヒ7:r-

vz音pe(Ⅹ,z'･
pei'Ⅹ,Z'･ SEi'x,Z'

P

-ij七如軸'十号Ti(冗,ZHD⊥空巳空士･
Ki⊥

∂Ⅹ

li.I:t
'

い･二!
-･

･
I

去･t[-喜fヱ(Ⅹ,Z)Te(x,z) ･
qe(Ⅹ,z)]

aTi(Ⅹ･Z)

ax
] , (3-3)

I-

-

vz去p｡(Ⅹ,zトpei(Ⅹ,Z)
･Pr(Ⅹ,z) ･ SEe(Ⅹ,Z)

∴･･-;

･去【喜Te(Ⅹ,t之)
D⊥.

ane(Ⅹ,之) aTe(Ⅹ,z)

ax ax
】 , (3-4)

where, for simplicity, the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal tnagnetic

field is assumed to be constant along the field ljne･ fkz(Ⅹ,Z) denotes

the ion'flux pa･rallel亡o the 2: direction for D事 T and α particles and

fz(Ⅹ,之) the total ion flux･ TJ(Ⅹ･z) is'expressed in terms of the average

ioh nabs m and the ion flo☆ velocity along the fie且d line V#(Ⅹ,ヱ) as

p

fo11ows!

u(x･z)

-喜mpv;(x･z)
･ (3-5)

In eqs･ (3-3) and (3-4)I qi and qe are the conduction heat flu又es in the

z directior! for the ions aha elec亡rons, where the heat conductivities

along亡he field line are assumed亡o be the classical ones.

The first terns on the right-hand side of eqs. (3-3) and (3-4)

repr_esept energies provided by.the ambipolar electric field produced
●

by the gradient of the electron pressure Pe(Ⅹ,z)･ The second亡erms

express the collisional energy trarLSfer between the electrons and ions･

工n苧q･ (3-4), Pr denotes the radiation loss power from the recycling

hydrogen,neutral and oxygen impuri亡まes･ As for亡be hydrogen line radia-

tion!..only the first eXCitation level is taken into account using the

excita亡ion rate coefficien亡given by Johnson 【20】･ The power density of

the oxygen radまa亡ion is calculated using a numerical fl亡 to亡he non-coronaュ
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calculation by Shimada [21ト･The･ particle''mqmen亡um an=Ld
-,ener革y

LSqurCeS
ヽ

due亡o ioniヱa亡ion and charge exchange of the neutral particles are denoted

by Sk(Ⅹ,Z) (k=D･T･He) Sp(Ⅹ･z)I SEi(Ⅹ,Z) and SEe(Ⅹ,Z)･

fA part of the botm_dary conditio･L-1S are giverl at亡he ,divertoL'throat

entrance; the incotning ion flu又es fkz(Ⅹ,0)I (k=D･T･ ), the incoming total

heat flux QTOT(x･0) and the ratio of the ion to electron tenperature･

More restrictive conditions characterizing the scrape-off plasma come

from 亡he existence of 亡he electrosta亡ic sheath formed in front of 亡he

divertor plate. The first･･condition is the heat flu? 1initationl [22]

inposedもy the sheath electric
field given by

QTOT(Ⅹ,L)
=

yTOT Te(Ⅹ･L) fz(Ⅹ,i) , (3-6)

where yTOT is the total heat transmission coefficient･ The second one

is亡he sound speed condition- 【23] in the following;
■

u(叫･)

-与(z｡Te(x･L)
･ Ti(x･L)‡ ･ (3-7)

工n addition, the following continuity corLditiorL for the ion heat fltⅨ by

conduction is included,

凱=L-0 ･ (3-8)

4. Evaluation of PER divertor charactelristics [24]

The scrape-off plasmas in the outboard-side divertor chambers 6f

PER ar色eStimated numerica'lly using亡he simplified model configura亡iori

illustrated in fig. 2(a).

The ion flux reaching the divertor plate increases due to reioni2:a-

lions of the recycling neutral particles. The dependence of the scrape-

off plasma variables on the incoming ion flux is analyzred with use 'of

the divertor ch畠nber with the short length of 50 cm and relatively lar島e

width of 30血, and with the highpumping rspeed of 2.5×105 A,/s.
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The calcutlated results of亡he p.eak electron density and亡emperature

a亡the diverJtOr plate are sh-n in fig･ 2 as a function of the incoming

i+on flux 工血d'er PER bas~eline condition of the heat flux of 20凹打to the

outboard-Bidらof each dive-rtof. The heat and particle flux are aLSSumed

to have exponential distributiorLS Whose e-folding distances are 7 cm.

The ratio of the poloidal to toroidal magnetic field is set to Bp/BT=0･1･

ェn fig. 2(b), case (A) and (B) show the case without a.nd with the

line radlations from the recycling hydrogen neutrals and the l冨oxygen

itnpurltJLeS, respectively. ′The corresponding radiated power atnotmts to

40冨of tわe total power for the hydrogen arid 25完for the l完oxygen

impurities as shom in Fig. 2(c). The effect of the radiation cooling

is to reduce the electron density with little variation of the electron

tetnperature, aS shown in fig. 2(b). The further study will, however,

be needed concerning the more elaborate estimation of the radiation loss

■

power in the very high血nsity and low temperature region (25] I

The two-ditnensional plots of the electron temperature and density

obtained with the radiation losses are shown irL figs. 3(a) and (b) for

the incomirLg ion flux工=2.5× 2022/s. The electron tetnperature on the

separatrix line is about 40 eV at the divert:or throat erLtranCe and rapidly

decreases to about 3 eV in front of the divertor plate. The electrorL

density varies from about 3× 1013/cm3 at t-ne throat entrance up to about

2 × 101q/cm3 along the separatrix line.

工n fig･ 4事the electron density near the plate is shown for various

heat fltJX aS a function of incoming ion flux.

tn order to evaluate the pumping requirement for the helium ash

e血aus亡, we Ob亡ain亡he rela亡lon be亡ween亡be effective conductance of亡he

exhaus亡sys亡en and亡be backflow fraction of亡he neu亡rals, fbf･ The

backfl｡w fraction is defined as亡he ratio of the neutral flux reこ山Iling

to the main plasma亡o the incoming ion flux･ Since亡he l･equired pumping
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spTeed is expected tp be h-i･gher ■for
-t･be

loweyr ipJCQming ipr! ff1_tit, We三

■

investigate it for the low incoming､ion flux of 13｣X
11022/声. T_he resu1.ts

are
shown

in fig. 5,. EER standard condi亡ion､ gives the_ backflow frac亡ion･,

fbf芸Or･86 for 2工--6 × 1022-/a and helium･ acctmu-lation of'5完-,･･ Filgure- 5 早

shows tha亡紬e effective pumping speedF must be larger th;art 2.0× 10～丸/a

to keep the helium concentration lower tharL-I 5完. The requir,ed puming

speed is reduced by a factor Qf lO, due to the density enhancement irk

scrape-off layer, from亡he previous es亡itnation -2 × 105且/a [5], where

the scralPe-Off plas取denrsity (-2 x lO12･/cm3) and tetnperature (250 eV)

are ass岬ed based on the sitnple sheath theory.

(L

5. Nuznerical sitnulation of DⅡ divertor
Q

JI

The highdensity (-10"/ctn3) and low tetnperat･Jre (3
- 10 eV) plasnas

in fron亡of the divertor plate have been measured on DⅡ experitnents under
t

l･0耶bea.Tn heated condi亡io? 【2]･ We simulate these experiments by the

numerleal code developed.

The ･configuration used for the sitnulation is shown in the insert of

fig. 6. The experitnents indicate that the heat flux irLtO the divertor

throat is about 0.5凹打and亡he e-folding distances of亡he heat flux and

particle flux are 1.8 c7n and 3 cm, respectively. Figure 6 shows the

resul亡S obtained under these flux conditions. The results without and

with the radiation loss fron亡he neutral hydrogen arid l芳oxygen inpuri亡)'.es

are denoted by case (A) and (B), respectively. The calculated values of

the density and the incoming ion flux are roughly consistent with the

observed ranges (ned-1014/cm3, Ⅰ=2-4× 1021/s) [2】･

Another itnportant feature of DⅡ experiment is the nonlirLear depend-

ence of the density at the divertor plate ned On the main plasma den･sity

-3
nmaln Which is roughly given by ned∝nmain [1,2,26]･ This feature can

veil be understood by our numerical model. By using the momentuTn
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co耶erV郎iQrL equation
LL(3-2)

and by neglectiT柑亡h弓mOmentum lSOurCe
term,

the following scaling can be easily derived in the highden,sity and low

●

temperature region:

･q占｡′i∝,Q(L)-2 ne?th
･ (5-1)

where Q(L) is the total heat fltJX tO the divertor plate and neth is

the el由比6･d -density at the throat entraTirCe. The scaling (5-1) is also

satisfied by the numerical results shown in fig. 7L. 工t fairly well explains

th色obdef寸ed nonlinear dependence provided that the density at the throat

neth Canbe assumed to be p{roportional to themin plasma density nmin･

工t
sh.u王立畠1so

be remarked亡hat the radiation cooling introduces a more

rapidlや故iation of the density at the plate ned With the density a亡亡he

亡broa亡en亡rance neth･

6. Concludin･g retnarks

The self-consistent numerical evaluation for the transport of the

scrape-off plasmas and the neutral particles Was carried out to elucidate

the perfortnance of the divertor in PER. The analyses for PER baseline

condition indicated the possibility of the high-density and low一亡emperature

plasma in front of the ･divertot plate even in the case of亡he low incoming

ion flux. The numerical calculations for PER divertor also suggest the

inten声e radiative cooling (about 40冨to 65完of total incoming heat flux

is radl叫ed ln the dlvertor ctlamber) and亡he lov required pumping speed

for helium ash e血aust (about 2.0× 10一見/s).

The rLumerical calculation for DⅡ urLder 1.0凹Ⅳ beam heated condition

yield字句.the electron derLSity and temperature roughly consistent with the

experiments.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schenatic drawing of divertor chamber.

Fig. 2 Characteristics of the scrape-off plasmas in PER divertor chamber:

(a) Model divertor chatnber for PER.

(b) Peak electron densities and temperatures at the divertor

plate as a function of the incoming ion flux. Case (A) and

(B) show the results calculated without and with ttle radiation

loss froth the neutral hydrogenand l完oxygen impurities.

(c) Corresponding radiation loss power as a function of亡he

incoming ion fltJX.

Fig. 3 Tt4O-dimensional plots: (a) electron tenperatu: e distribution,

(b) electron density distribution in the PER divertor chamber.

Fig. 4 Peak electron densities at the divertor plate as a ftmction of

亡be lneomlngまon flux for various bea亡flux.

Fig. 5 Relation between the backflow fraction and the effective pumping

speed for the PER diver七or. (工=2.5× 1022/s)

Fig. 6 Peak electron densities and temperatures at the divertor plate

as a function of 亡he incoming ion flux. (DⅡ) Case (A) and

(B) show the reults 'calculated without and with the line

radia亡ion loss from亡he neutral hydrogen and l完oxygen impurities･

Fig. 7 Relation between the peak electron density at the divertor plate

and 亡he peak electron density a亡 亡he 亡broa亡en亡rance. (DⅡり
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丑RGODI¢ MAGNETIC LAYER*

N. Ohyabll, ∫.deGrassie and N. Brooks

GA Teclmologies Inc., P.0. Box 85608, Sam Diego, CA 92138

The primary function of an ergodic magnetic layer (EML) is to
cモeate

a told,

dense
plasma

boundary in which the radialheat fhx fromthe plasma Core is con-

verted into radiated power by impurities. Such a radiating mantle is the safest

design払r i･emOVlng the highheat load generaもedinaもokamak reactor. An ergodic

●

magnetic structure is obtained by overlapping the primary and secondary island
● ●

mdoes created by an extemalhelicalpertllrbationfield. The required丘eld strength
【iE

is smalトtypically Br肌4& /Bt - 10-3 -

and elms the required coil current is

minimal. The addition in the ez･godic layer of higher parallel heat transport to

the ever-present cross &eld transport will suppress the temperature in the ergodic

layer below 100 eV. Since radiative power loss from low-a impurities is highest for

temperatures bel.ow 100 eV, a large volume of radiating plasma, can be generated

inthe ergodic magnetic layer. For INTOR parameters, 70 MW of power can be

radia.ted away by an ergodic laqerwith a thickness of -10 cm, an electron density

of 7 × 1013cm~3 and a neon impurity concentration of l%.肝most of the heat

Au-x is radiated awa;y, the temperatllre at the limiter ma;y be reduced belowthe

sputtering threshold･ With heat Auxand particle recycling spatial1y decoupledl a

small limiter ca.n be llSed to localize
recycling near a pumping port for effective

pumplng Of helium ash.
●

The objective of the EML experiment on the TEXT tokamak is to exa･mine

whether an ergodic magnetic structure can exist without inducing deleterious MID

*work Supported by U. S. DOE Contract DE-ATO3-84ER51044･
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effects sllCh aB plasma disruptions, and whether such a structurealters the heat
二

7･
妻i

transpfOr七in the edge･ ⅠよIltheTEXT experiment (R主二1Ob'-i.A,a - 27 cm, BT -

1.5-2.8T, Ip - 150-400'kA, 2 <兎< 8× 1013
cm-早),--thehelicalperturbation

neld with mode nu.mber m/a
-

7/2 or 7/3 is generated by
eight m?dqlar coils･

For moderate helicalperturbation丘elds, a stationary ergodic magnetic structllre is

produced aもthe plasma bollndary. No deleterious e鮎cts on the core plasma have

been observed. For su缶ciently h…ghhelica.1perturba七ion丘eld, however, tlhe plasma

disrupts.

Various diagnostic measurements have demonstrated that heat且ux transport

throughthe boundary layer is modi&ed significantly by the ergodic =!agnetic struc-

ture. The patternof heat aux deposition on the single poloidalhoop limiter is

measuredwith aninfrared camera. When the EML coils are powered, the surface

teznperature distribution on the limiter changes from auniform patternto a local-
/

i2;ed one. If･the q value at the limiter is varied duringanEML pulse, the localized
=

pattern Changes in time revealing a complex three dimensionalpath throughthe

ergodic boundary of the heat且ux.

A?other strikingfeatt!re is the appearance of !umino_I;sI"stripes"
in highdensity

operatiqn with'the m/A
- 7/2 mode. TangentialTV_observations throtlg_han払三_

丘1ter revealthe presence of many sta七ionaRy Stripes in the boundary region. Data

from Langmtiir probes show?. zspatial町Odul,ation
in the electr叩d甲Sity ou垣ide

the limiteT radius, s11ggeSIJingtha七density ripples cause this nonuniform excitati叩

of the neutralhydrogen recycling且ux from tile limiter stlrfa,ce.
4

A- drop of
- 20% in the bollndary temperature血e 8o- EMI- has --alsob廃止,

observed･ Such年drop is most evident at low density碑e < 4 × lola
cm~3】毒and

highhelicalfield.

ー50-
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The conditions for the temperature
-drop

a_nd the magnitude ofもhe drop are

consistentwith the theoretically estimated electron thermalconductivity in the

ergodic magnetic structllre. Further evidence of a dropinthe edgeもemperature

are obtained by spectroscopic measurements.Line emission pro&les of low charged

states such aB CIII at CIV (radiatingaround 40 and SO eV, respecもive!y)
broaden

during EML, indicating a broa.dening of the low temperature region. Reduction of

Titanium signals (TiXI and TiXXI) during宜MLalso suggsts a reduction of the

temperature at the (Tic-coated)limiter. These observations clearly demonstrate

the existence of a stable ergodic magnetic layer, in which the heat traJISpOrt is

enhanced and modi&ed.

)
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Particle Simulation of Divert9r Plasma

Ji

Abs亡士act :

⊥T-
-Ta-ki乞uka,i

K. Tani, andi班. ‥AR:u血i

JapaTI Atom主占血efgy Research工tlS亡itute

To-kai, NA故A, Ibaraki, Japan

Characteristics of divertor plasma are studied bプusing a one-

dimensional electrdstatic particle s血氾1atiorL cede with a binary collision

model. DepeTldence of plasma parameters, such as temperature,
-flow spe.ed,

pre-sheath potential, etc. ,
on the collisionality is investigated in detail.

The pre-sheath po亡en亡ial is formed by the collisional relaxation of亡he

velocity distribution as well as byヒhe particle source.

1. In亡roduc亡ion

A poloidal divertor is coTISidered to be tl,_e most reliable coTLCePt for a

tokamak fusion reactor from the points of impurity and neutral particle

cot).trol and heat flux density reduction. Charact:eristics of the scrape-off

layer plastna in a divertor tokamak have been studied experimetltally arid

theoretically. The. fluid tnodel has been usually applied for arLalyses of

divertor plastnas･ tt is doubtful} howeverl Whether the usu'al fluid equations

carry the validity to describe the scrape-off layer plastna; the plastna is

bounded by divertor plates, the flow speed is almost the sourld speed, aTld

the velocity distribution functions of electrons and iorLS are much distorted

fro7Zl the Maxwellian.

In order to study the divertor plasma consisteTltly} we have developed a

one-dimensional electrostatic particle simulation code with a binary colli-

sion TnOde1. In the next section, we explain about this code. Sitnulation

rtms are performed in the wide range of the ratio of collision frequency

to bounce frequency
of'elec亡ron.

Results of simulations are shown in

section 3. Discussion on the f.1_uid model is made in the last section.

2. Simula亡ion model

工n a scrape-off layer plastna bounded by divertor plates, the self-consisト

ent electrostatic field) i･e'･> sheath and pre-sheath field} plays the tnost

importarLt role. Distr･ibution functions of electrons and ions are much

distorted from the Ma芝野e11ian. Therefore, the elec亡rostatic particle model.

is suitable to study diver亡or plasmas. Two-dimensional simulation was
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p-erfQ･-ed
by Takizllka et a1. [1] , where亡he cross field diffusion of particles

=

i! simul旦一亡ed by using a Mon亡e Carlo teclmique･ S亡ationary state is realiヱed

by the balaTLCe between亡he particle flux from the main plasma to亡he scrape-

off layer due to the･ diffusion and the flow into the divertor plate. The

甘re-sheath in the scrape-off layer is fomed by the particle source near the

central region and by l=he particle diffusion in the divertor region. Effects
●

of collisions are neglected in亡bis simulation, and only亡he cross field

diffusiotl Supplies eiectrons with large
velocity para11e1亡o the tnagne亡ic

field, which can pas.q亡hroughthe sheath potential barrier a亡the diver亡or

plate. Coulomb collisions, however, play a very important role to supply

electrons with large velocity, as well as the cross field diffusion.

We aim, in this paper, to study the importance of collisions
in a divertor

plasma, and ve have developed a one-dimensional electrostatic particle

simulation code with a binary collision model. Motions of particles with

finite Size Of the order of Debye radius are followed in the x directiorL

parallel亡o亡be magnetic field･ The collisionless motion of each particle

is described as

告-一語譜,霊-v",
where ej and nj

are the charge and the mass of a particle o空j species,

respecively. The elec亡rostatic poten亡ia1ゆis considered t占be changed

only with respect to the x direction and is determined by PoissonTs equation}

也!1
ax2 ∈o

ヽ-l▲11 ､-1`e'事

Where eo is the pe-ittivity of vacuum) ni the ion density7 and ne the

electron dens且亡y･ The divertor plasma is bounded by divertor plates located

at x=L and x=-L. The electros亡a亡ic po亡en亡ial is symmetric, 4)(-Ⅹ)=¢(Ⅹ),and

we calculate above equations in the region, 0 ≦Ⅹ≦L. Boundary conditions

for the po亡en亡ial are glVen by

中=O at x=L , a4)/ax=O a亡 Ⅹ=0 ･

we can treat the position? x=0? as a reflecting wall for particles because

there exis亡a pair of par亡ic工es; one at x『o has a velocity V,IOand亡he other

at x=-xo has a velocity -vHO･ A particle is corLSidered to be neutralized

and absorbed at the plate) x=L･ The reflection or desorption of neutral

particles and s･9･COndary electrons at the plate are neglected in the present

sitnulation, but these can be easily introduced in the particle sitnulation･

particles are supplied in亡he central reglOn事0≦Ⅹ≦Lsナ亡hey are distributed
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according to a地Ⅹwellian distribution紙th tenpe鞘ture TjO･ Elelct紬n畠砿t-h

large lv,-I,which can pass亡hrough亡he sheaこ亡h potential barrier, aモe Supplied

a little by the source but mainly by the collisional diffusion in the velocity

space. In order to simulate the effects of Coulomb collisions, we apply a
Pl

bi戸ary COllision model proさosed by Takizuka and Abe【2] ･ The major procedu主es

of the model are that (i) a particle suffers binary
collisions

in the tine

interval At with aTL ion and art electron which are chosen randomly ih a

spacial cell, and that (2) the chatlge in the relative velocity results from

a Coulomb interaction. The absolute value and pitch-angle of the velocity

I+v= (VIT , V一之) of a particle is changed by a binarly COllisiorl, While both

total motnentutrL and 亡o亡al energy are conserved. The model describes a colli-

sion integral of亡he Landau fom when the time interval is sufficiently

small compared with the relaxation亡ine. All the simula亡ion procedures are

as fo11ovs･.

( i) Supply particl8S in the region O≦Ⅹ≦Ls･･ as <v-f2>=<Ⅴ･2>/2=Tj･:)/mj

where < > denotes the average in･ the velocity space.

( ii) Calcula亡e亡be density nj and potential ¢.

(iii) Push particles甘ithou亡collisions in a tithe interval At by using the

leap-frog tne亡hod; v,. a1･ld x are changed.

( iv) Change
velocま亡ies言-

(Ⅴ.‥ v.2 ) by adding effects of collisions.

(Ⅴ) Absorb particles a亡 the plate, Ⅹ=L.

Tine is advanced by repeating these procedures untill the system becomes

stationary. The required tine steps, K, to obtain the steady state solution

is estitnated as

K '2L/Cs△t

-
-

2萌(wp△t)~1(L/入D) ,

where Cs is亡he sound speed,山1p亡he elec亡ron plasma frequency, and入D the

Debye radius. The required particle nunbe1･, N, for t'Eleごeliabie sitnulation

results is about

N I (10-100) (入D/Ax) (i/九D) ,

whe1･e血is the tnesh size ( and/or particle size ). Both values of Rand N

are proportional亡O i/九D･ In the real situa亡ion, i/えD is about lがa血i亡

is itnposible to perform a
･sinulation.

Fortunately, characteristics of

divertor pla釦Ia is almos亡uncha喝ed by changing the value of L/えD-色Ⅹcept

the sheath reag-ion near the divertor plaLte; the size of the sheath feg-len
● ●

is sna11∈･･r亡han 10入D･ We can choo写e the value of-i/入D as二 lo葺-103 ( K芦

loヰ-105 and; N串10? -ユoヰ),and we: carl Obtain realistic solu亡ions for

divertor plasTnaS by the p~art至cl阜‡王S紬ulatfonミi
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3. Resul亡s
●●

We perform simulation runs in the wide range of the ratio of collision

fr-equency亡o bounce frequency of electrons,

vdeO/VbeO
= 10-2

- 10
I

where vdeO is the frequency･ of goo pitch-dngte scattering by ions of an

electron with energy of nevt2eo/2 =Teo/2, and vbeO=V亡eO/L is the bounce

frequeTICy･ The ratio, vdeO/up･ is artificially increased･ The value of

vdeO/vbeO
in a divertor plasma is approxitnately described by using plasma

paranwters ( the density 礼 in m~3, electron tetnperature Te in eV, and the

lensth along a field line L in tn ) as

vde/Vbe
I 10-16xnL/Tea ･

This va主ue, in the JT-60亡okanak with L記100m, is less thanuni亡y for the

low densiヒy of the scrape-off layer plastna; n記1018m-Sand Te≧100eV , and

becomes larger thanunity for the highdensity; n芯1019m~3and Te～<100eV･

The simulation parameters are upo△t=0･25 and △Ⅹ/入DO= 0･5, where the electron

plastna frequency山po is defined by the spacially averaged densityand the

Debye radius IDO=Vteo/upo･ The system le喝th, L･ is lOO入DO and the length

of the source region, Ls, is O･3L･ Nutnbers of ions and electrorlS in the
●

system are aもou亡2500, respectively. The ion亡emperature of the source,

TiO, is usually equal亡o the source electron temperature, Teo･ The ･dlaSS

ratio, mi/me,
is chosen as 400 standardly･ The dependellCe Of simulation

results on the temperature ratio and the tnass ratio is also studied.

The steady state solution for the case of vdeO/vbeO=1 is sho- in Fig･1･

Spatial profiles of (a) the elec亡roStatic potenヒial e中/Teo,.(b) particle

number in a cell Nceli･ (c) flow speed V･T/vteo･ arid (d)(e)(f) mean random

energies Ot'ions and electrons are obtained I)y averaging these quantities
=

in tine ( 2'-cst/L<4 )･ From Fig･1(a), we observe the sheath potential ¢s

near the
plate;中s -一中(0･95L), atld the 甘re-shea･th potential叫due

to collト

s£ons; △ゆ-中(Ls)一中s･ The dependence of亡hese values on亡he･ collisionality

are shown in Fig.2. tt is clearly seen that the prep-sheath is forTned by

collisions as well as by the particle source･ in the region O≦Ⅹ≦Ls･ The
●

flow speedI V‖} is increased by this pre-Shea亡h potentia1･ Figure 3 shows

the
-,collisi10n

dependence of the flow erLergy> miVH2 I at the divertor entrance

x--Ls ( open circle ) and before the sheath region x-0･95L ( black circle )･

The broken line represents the flow ene.rgy normalized by the parallel random

energy･ ve define the sound speed Cs as m･C之= Tne<首f2T>e+Tni<苛T2T>i･
The flow

I S

s.peed is･ TnuCh Lgrea亡er亡han the sound speed before the sheath reglOn} land
the
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Bohm condition for the sheath formation; V"/Cs >-1, is satisfied･

The parallel randQn energy) <6,2,>I land
the perpendicular rand_om eriergy,

<苛ヲ>,
have differenヒvalues each other. This isT m由nly; caused by the differ-

ent forms of the energy convection; the convection Qf parallel energy is

3njV..'玲j･andthat of perpendicular energy is

mjV,.'v三,j･
The difference

of electron energies becomes sThall as collisions is iricr-eased since旦alnost

elec亡rOnS are trapPedえn the system by亡he sheath po亡etltial ahd thTe cblli⊥

sional relaxation is･ effective, while the rLelaxation of ion-etiergy'diff-ere=nce
■一■

is stnall even for 〉di-Vbi･ These relaxations are shom in Fig･4･ Figute 5

shows the velocity distribution of electronsand ions in the region 0.5 ≦Ⅹ/i

≦o･6 for the cases of (a) vdeO/VbeO=1 and (b) vdeO/VbeO=10一之･ The distri-

bution function of electrons is almost a truncated MaxwelliarL rather thaTI a

shiftedぬxwellian･ The truncation velocity is abou亡･ v--圭一(2eゆs/me)I/2
for

the electron distribution near the divertor plate. The parallel temperature

and perpendicular temperature of electrons are much different for the rare-

collisional case as is mentioned above. The ion distribution is much dis一

亡orted from a Maxwellian even in亡he collisional piasTna.

Nex亡we study亡he dependencies of the solutions on亡he亡enperature ratio,

TiO/Teo,and on the mass ratio, mi/me･
Figu.re 6 shows the至low energy before

｢

the sheath region ( open circle ) for the case that vdeO/vbeO=1/3･ The

energy depends on TiO/Teo because the sound speed is canged'by the value of

TiO/Teo･ The parallel random energies of elec亡rons and ions
are申so shom

in Fig･6 by black circles･ The ion randotn energy, ni<6T2T>i, has a finite

value even for T. =0, because ions supplied at various positions in the

.10

source region gain various energies from the potential･ By replo亡ting the

flow energy with
･reSard

to the energy of the sound speed, ni占s2=me<苛.2･>e+

ni<苛12T>i, We have亡he linear relation as sho- by the broken line･ The glass

ratio deperldences of the shea亡h poten亡ia1and the 甘re-sheath poteritial are

shown in Fig･7 fo･r the case that vdeO/vbeO=3･工f we assume the electron

distribution function as a truncated Maxwellian near 亡he divertor plate, we

obtain an equation for the sheath potential,

eb3 mi Te

-ef
- ÷ln竜志㌃I

Te

where Te is equal亡o
me<苛.3,e･

The large-velocity part of the distribution

f･dnC亡ion, v-- > (2e中s/ne)i/2, however'has a small value compared -h a

Maxwellian with the tetnpera亡ure Te･ Theref=ore, the value--1of the sheLath

po亡en亡ial is stnaller亡harL the pt:edicted寸古1ue and ･the
mass Tat王o dependence

is a little changed. We find frotd艶g~.7 that亡he prershe-a亡h po亡erLtial,; LA*,
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depends
veakly on亡be mass ratio.

4. Summary and discussion

We have studied亡be divertor plasmas by a one-dimensional elec亡ros亡a亡ic

particle code with a binary collision model. The collision dependence of

characteristics of scrape-off layer plasmas is clarified. Coulomb collisions

play a very important role to supply electrons with large veloci亡iesI Tlne

pre-sheath is formed by the collisional relaxation of velo.ミi亡y distribution

as well as by 亡be particle source｡

Now we cotnment on the fluid equations for the analyses of divertor plasmas,

on亡he basis of亡be results of亡be particle simulation.工亡is necessary for

fluid equations tha亡the parallel tenperatlJre, T,り and亡he perpendicular

亡empera亡ure, T‥ mus亡be treated separately. The sound speed defined by

the parallel temperature, Cs= [(T--e+T.ii)/mill/2, is found not亡o be a

nono亡Onica11y
decreasing function, a=ld亡he Mach number, M=V"/Cs, can exceed

unity as is shown in Fig･8(a) for vdeO/vbeO-1･ The point of M=1 is亡he

local maxinu-a poin亡Of Cs in the source-･1ess region;

cs(i-M2)(dM/dx) I A((1+H2 )(dCs/dx) ･

The energy flow consists of Vt･(3T--+2Ti)j･ mj<苛tt苛2>i･ and miVf3" which are

shown in Fig･8(b) for vdeo/vbeO=1･ The energy flow of <苛･.苛2> is us.ually

replaced by亡be parallel conducti･on as

m<苛‖苛2>
-

-(vt2/vcoll) (dT/dx)

This relation is derived from the equation of the third moment, by consid-

ering the above two tens are dotninant in the equation･Amother tertns in

the third nonent equation is itnportant, however, for the analyses of the

scrape-off layer plasnas･ Fluid equations froth zeroth to third may be

necessary, while the boundary conditions are not found at presence･

生唾: The authors would like亡o亡hank Mr･ M{･ Wa亡anabe for his

computational support.
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Fig.i Spacial profiles of (a) elec亡rOStatic potential ¢, (b) particle ntITnber

in a cell Ncell, (c) flow speed V.-, (a)
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iqns (thick '1ine) a-nd electrons (thin line) , (e) iLean
p~eriendicJlar

･randon energies
nj&呈'･

and (f) mean parallel randoln_ e品rgies nj`iv～,3,
in a scrape-off layer plasTna･ The electron coliisiqn frequency vdeOz

is_equal to the electron bounce frequency vbeO
=

L/vteo･ The事so6rce

region is O≦Ⅹ/L≦0･3, and the so占rce- temperature of ions Tie l占(i.qual
●

to that of electrons Teo--TneVt2eo･ The mass l･atio n･/n
is 40Jo･･

1 e

Fig.2 collision dependence of po亡en-teal for TiO/Teo = 1. and mi/me ≡,{490･ Th早
1

1

sheath potential ¢s and the どre-sheath pote叫ial due to collisions; A¢

are normalized by亡he parallel random energy of elec亡ronS ne'苛票,
(broken line).

Fig･3 Co11･ision de'pendence of flow energy for TiO/Teo芸I and mi/ne-400･

The flow is accellerated by the pre-sheath pote打亡ial froth the divertor

eni.rance x/L-,:0.3 (open circle) to the front of the pla亡e X/L王0.95

(black circle). Th.e energy主s Tl叩malizetd by the energy of sound speed

me'苛孟,e+mi'苛.3,i(broken line) ･

･

Fig･4 Co11ision dependence. of mean random energies of (a) electrons and (b)

ions for TiO/Teo=1 and m･/敬 =400･ Open circles (p.arallel rarI4oml e

energy) and open triaTlgles (perpendicular random energy) represerL亡

values aF亡he
divertor entrance x/i-0二3, and black circles and black

tria喝Ies represertt valde芦before the plateっく/L等0. 95.

Fig.5 Velocity distribution of electrons and ion畠for the c?ses of (a)

vdeOl(vbeO王I and (b) vdeO/vbeO= 10-2･
圭

Fig･6 DependerLCe Of flow energy?n亡enperature ratio I-or
vdeO/YもeO千1/3･

The flow energy is propor亡ional亡o the energy of sound speed
ne<苛三,e

+ni<苛72f>i aS Seen fr9m亡he brokep line4

Fig･7 Dependence of potential on mass ratio for vdeO/vbeO=3･ The shea叫

po亡en亡ial中s
is proport･ional亡o ln(mi/ne) ･

Fig･8 Spacial profiles of (･a) flow speed and (b) energy flow for
vde9/vbeP

-1･ Ti./Te.=1, and甲i/me=400･
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工･ Neutral Effects at the Plasma 7:Age and the 工deal Numerica,i ModTel

･j･'･"･･1Tt由spdttfj-Joモ;-mass.- me,menltuTht an丘 energy by neutrcal particles is an

important effect at the edge of,･‥the plasma in a tokamakrl Where pplasma

neutrali2;ation at limiters or in divertors occurs･ phenomena a･ffected by this

transport include the overall power balance of the discharget the pumplng
●

:'perfo-rmanTce- :of
,pump

and getter･ systemsl the particle 畠nd energy flu又es onto

･l･pthe･
device walls,'也e-erosion of the devide valュs due to impact sputtering,

√and●-
the overall plasma confinement quality. Similar effects occur in the

functionin9≡ Ofーother ma9neticL cOnfihement systems such as mirror machines.

.

Knowledge of thet neutral populla-tion is also important in the design and

'analysis of e文Perim色nt diagnostics such as neutral particle emissio･Tl

an･a71!ysers, tfl.a emissio7l-
detectots, and. pressure gauges･

℡わe ideal. complete neutral transport model should include=

(1) All important neutral-plas血a reactions for all hydrogenic

atomic Land molecular species, including excitation/radiaLJon

･▲やffec也′ ov由一a tempera-1･-tore range Of from 1 to a few -O4 ev′

(2) The transport of ligh･t netitral impu･rities..such as HeOI NeOT

and ArO′

(3) NeutraトneutraL elastic ･Scatterin9, Which becomes import功Ien

the ambi･ent neutral density is above 1014 cm-3r

(4) Realistic valュ reflection and impact sputteriTlg models for

inci･dent energleS irdm 1 to 104 evt

(4;5): R由1is七icF mわdels for the desorption of particles from valls'

主ncludin卓vall saturation effects' and

(}6卜叫,lea岳ily誉m･odified.A, three-dimensional,' descrlptic>n of device
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9eOmetries.;

The numerical solption shQuEld also と治 Small and fast enough so号帥at it canと冶

included fill Plasma fluid o･r transport codes･.
.

∴
1*

ZZ. The Df;iGAS code-

Modeling neutral particle transport: in a･ plasm畠isミVery Similar to th.e

.calculation
of neutron transport [Gr】 for Which there is.-･ta lar･ge literatilre ton

both analytic and Monte Carlo･ rnethods･ of solutions. Analytic
-由ethods

typically irlClude physical modelsE Vh･ich are simply described. in geometries

With symmetries EIAu etT al, Bu工. Gil et al･. ℡am】 while Monte earlo soluLtitons.

though computationally much slower and perhaps less ill･umina也ng, can:I be ･JSed

to treat physical proce'sses With very deltailed･ modeナ1g in arbitr早ry 9eOme七ries

【P J4, Chp et al. t7o, b P. A N.馳ki et al). Since our original intention Was

to study the effects of various physical processes on neutral transport, we

二

1gnOred computational elegance and chose the Honte Carlo approach'

We describe hereィ then▲, our recent LVOrk
in modeling neutralr transport

using the three-dimensional Monte Carlo code DEGAS王..刊Ie DEGAS code at†やreSent

include5年the following pa,rtsI OfL the ideal model:

(1･)･ ℡わe set 壬Of neutral-plasma -≠reactiorrs
ユis也d･ in Tilble 工 fot

hydrogenic atoms and molecules. Neutra1-iorL reactions azfe

coinputed as functions of ion tempefature arid neutral en'er卓y▲

Electron impact ioni2:ation of hydrbgen i'neludes the
･,effLect5-･ of

muむti-step† io7iEi･之atiqn, hencet ls a function of▲t both一 色1eJeti6n

density and temperature. R.eaction rates fdz7 ･these reactifd触･◆ar虐

Were taken ftom the data:I and formula in
~【F-J7

J,
･Ye).

Sinceナ{也e岳e

-68
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references are now somewhat outdated,･ and even pardally

incorrect, ve pl畠n to incli)de the results o-i a bore recent survey

of reactions 【Jan et all
in the near future. This survey ihcluaes

:I

r

additional data on molecular vibrational excitation rates. and
i

neutral-plasma elastic scattering precesses.

J■■

(2) Transport of HeO (cf. Table I). Tnclusion oL･･ NeO and ArO is

expected soon｡

■■

(3) No neutral-neutral占1astic scatterihg processes. zncluding

these votユ1d require a change 皇n the program architecture,

coLnPuting the neutral density iteratively, and ve do not plan to

do this in the near future.

(4) Reflection TnOdels tユSing both experimental.data and results of

numerical simulation from.･ (a) the TRIM code for normal particle

incidence and incident energy. ∑in, greater than 100 eV (冨V), (b)

empirical fits for normal ir･cidence and Ein > 1 keV from [% et

al】∫ L･c)也eoretical fits for Einく100 eV from 【Sin etal′ bs),

and (a) the MÅRLOWE code 【Rob et all. for ‡王. D, ℡. and He▲ ◆ Fe:.

for arbitrary incident allgles and Ein from 50 to 1000 eV･ Impact

sputtAring is computed as a `function of target species, incident

par'dcle species, energy. and pblar angle usin9 the emplrlCal
● ●

fitting routine DSPUT (Snーet. al】′'

(5) A simplified valュ de§orption model, dlere atoms and molecules

Which stick to the valュ are assumed to desorb immediately as

- 70L･-



▲

molecules (hydrogen species). or a也ms (all o仇er species) at 仇e

wall temperabユre′

I

.:

,

(6)1 Fljll:y three-dELirrJenSional geometries (Fig. 1).

The numerical methods used in DEGAS have been described elsewhere in

毎tA毒atd岳taま1 【甘e et: al 1, E P], and Will not be discussed here. DEGAS has been

successfully combined and run iteratively on a production basis With a number

of plasma codes, including the l-D fluid model of D. Post described elsewhere

in this workshop, the SOL王D トD. two fluid model (S L],廿e PLANET 2-D′ two-

fluid code 【pet: et al l】, and the BALDUR 1-D radial transport code 【Sil et

all.

=n the past y,三ar Ve have given 'emphasis to supportirlg the usI三 Of these
●

codes to model existing experiments (Table =工)′ and to using this modeling

experience in the design of a number of proposed experiments (Table =r)' We

describe next two Of these modeling proコeCtS= neutral transport in the PDX

divertor, and calclllation of the pumplng performance of 也e proposed ALT一工Z
●

pump-1imi tar experiment.

Z=工. Application 1: Neutral Transport in the PDX Divertor

Recent studies of the existence of H-mode discharges in PDX, ASDEX, and

D▲王ェr (Va et al. Ea et al. 8h et all have raised questions about particle

refueling through divertors. でwo of the more important questions' concern the

degree of multiple recycling of particles in the divertor, that is'

determining the aivertor particle confinement time, and, the related question

of the conductance of the plasma filled channels'in the closed divertors.
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TABI'瓦 工I
､

■■■l■■■■■■■■■-■■-

Recent Modeling of Divertor Experiments

ASDEX - ColnPuting divertor recycling in H-Mode discharges 【Sch et al)'･
Ar°

transporも through the plasma-plugged divertor throat (K-G｡ Rauh, IPP-

Garching),I and analysis of charge-exchange emission spectra (Ft. Wagner,エPP-

Garching).

PDX - Computing overall neutral particle recycling 【Dyl et al. fk et a1 2, Pe

et a1 2】
∫

D=TE - Computing recycling and the power balance in the bundle divertor 【Fie

et all.

D-Z王= - Corr,puting recycling in the various magnetic configurations 【pet et al
~~~~~■~~■~~l■3] (S.K. Wong, G冬).

Rece.nt Modeling of Limiter Ekperiments

PDX - Analysis of pumping by Zr-Al getters [zI C).I an早lysis of the scoop一

了i品ter experiment [加d et al一.

PLT - Analysis of LENS (Low Energy Neutral Spectral analyzer) results (D.

盲蒜ic, pppL).

ヱ堅-I Computation of D and T vail inventories 【Bas et al】'･ analysis of the

2;I-Al getter system (D.甘eifetz, PPPL).

盟- PiOdeling of the pu叩ing performance of the pump limiters 【モーet al!･

Recent Experiment Design Work

ALT-I (TEXでOR) -
. Aiding in the design of diagnostics 【Bol et al】｡

ALT-ZZ (TEXTOR) - Prediction of the pumping performance of various proposed

pump-1imiter designs (Con et a1).

ASDEX UPGRADE - Computation of global nelltral transport 【恥n et al一.

TFCX/=NTOR
- Analysis of proposed divertor and limiter designs (Pet et a1 4.

Bolュ.

‖ARS -

Hod占Iin9 Of neutral transport in the halo (W.ぬrr and珂. Ku町aま, LNLL).
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,L>

Modeling of th色 H-mode has been done using fluid treatments of varylngl

sophistication [N Z7. pet et a1 2. S L, Ski et al. Po et al, Sa主 et al, G P).

工 will describe tlere Calculations of neutral transport in 廿Ie PDX divertor

(Fig. 2), where the plasma Was described from experimental data, and assumed

tD remain constant during the calculation. This approach was (ヨesigned to

focus on issues involving the neutral transport alone, such as atomic physics.

valュ refl早Ction, and wall desorption physics.

We began by constructing a consistent picture of the gas pressure, Ha

radiation, and line average der!sity measured in the divertor dome, for a

series of ohmically heated discharges with varying main chamber line average

densities 【巧1 et al一. =n particular we hoped 七o explain the variation of

dome pressure (Fig. 3a), Which increased exponentially as 也e mid-plane line-

averaged density, n-e(m)∫ increased from 1 to 3 X 1013 cm-3, and then saturated

for ne(m) above 3 × 1013 cm-3･

The key unknown from 也e viewpoint of modeling the neutral transport Was

the dome electron temperature, Te. because there existed in the da也only one

Langmuir probe measurement for Te in the relevent parameter range･ We

estimated Te as follovs･ =n the electron densit¥ and temperature ranges

expect占d in the divertor･也e Ha light emission7 r･ Varies approxirnately (Fig･

3b) as

r付heno(Te)a, α = 5.3 for Te < 5 eV′ and 1.0 for 5 く ℡e < 60eV′

Where ntl is the density of atomic hydrogen and X is a constant･ Assuming no

is proportional to the neutral pressure (Fig. 3a), we can then determine the

variation LOf -
dome Te Since ve know that of the doIJLle line-averaged density.
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n-e(d･)∫ and the dome Hα light emission･ ･

The resulting plot for Te, sealed at one point with the data from a

Langmuir-probe, is shown in Fig･ 3c｡ Note that Te falls beloy 10 eV
1 1

for n (m) above 3 X IO13cm-3.
e

using this data for岩e(d) and Te･ neutral transE,Ort Was COmPuted･ The

calculated dome neutral pressures and Hα
emission rates are shown in Figs･ 3a

and 3c･ -me calculated Hα emission rates agreed qualitatively with that

measured, and the computed and measured neutral pressures agreed quantitively

When a flow veloc.itv Mach number of 0.ll was used. (No attempt was made for a

quantitative comparison of absolute Ha emission intensities･)

We thus felt that ve had a self-consistent picture of the neutral-plasma

behaviour in the divertor, as veil as insight into low temperature plasma

recycling behaviour● An indirect measurement of Te comes from -ting that O王工

(4415A) emission cuts off as Te drops below 10 eV. and one experimental

measurement did see a cutoff of O== emission atne(m)付4
× 1013 cm-3 ･ Now

the cooling of Te tO under 10 eV reduces the ionization probability of atoms,

making the plasma more transparent to the neutrals. This reduces the ability

of the divertor to maintain neutral pressure, and explains the saturation of

the pressure as shown in Fig. 3a. An extreme example of this may have

occurred in the collapse of the pressure seen during'high flow gas fueling in

the dome, as the plasma loses its ability to ionize, and the divertor channel

becomes completely transparent.

Encouraged by our modelfs achievements, ve applied the same methodology

tQ- the three phases of -PDX d･i･scharLgeS
reXhibiting

-f[-mode beh-avior･･ the ohmic

(0!i). the ere-tra･ns-ition (pT)-,ーanid the H-mo'dle ~-phases. (H) 【Ee et a1 2】.:t W色nd吋･
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had extensive data on the plasma param早terS (O et all. Using this inforTnation

we computed two-`dimensional distributions e)f neutral temperatures, densities.

and pressures such as the one shobin in Fig. 4.

The one variable we focused on was again the measured dome pressure

(Tab1･e =II), Which rose monotonically during the discha=･ge'. Our initial

calculations resulted in pressures l.5 - 2 times those measured (Table エII),

and even Worse, shoved a peak pressure du.ring the PT phase● We then
●

qtiestioned the assumption that all device walls were saturated′ atnd did no net

pumplng durin9 the discharge; that is, that all absorbed particles desorb

immediately as molecules. We introduced a pumping fraction' y, defined as

that fraction of sticking atoms Which do not desorb during the neutral

profile. =n particular. the higher the saturation of the valュ. the smaller

the value for y.

Results when y
= 0.1 are listed in Table 工==. ℡he calculated pressures

decreased from the y=O cases, agreeing with the measured values -during both

the O王Ⅰ and PT phases. Hovever they still peaked in 仕Ie PT phase･ Re-

adjusting y further, ve achieved agreement When y = 0.09 in the PT phase' and

T
≡ 0.04 in

-the
H phase, and convinced ourselves that y should decrease during

the discharge as the walls became more satnrated. ℡bis wall pumping TnOdel

resulted in a pumplng rate by the walls roughly equal to the rate of dome

fueling, 20 Torr一文/s, applied during a typical discharge' We also mote′

hovevert that we cannot explain the good agreement our modeling of the ohmic

discharges achieved described above, where y=O Was used･

Table =V gives the overall divertor-main discharge refueling balance･

particle plug91ngF the fraction of neutrals reioni2ied in the divertDrt

increased from 0.60 to 0.73 from the OH tD 也e PT phases, but then dropped to
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でable 王ⅠⅠ

POX Dom声 Pressure During an H-Mode Discharge

(10-4 Torr)

Phase Measured y=0･ 0

y is the fraction of non-r占flectea atoms assumed to be retained in the

Wall during the discharge. Agreement With measured pressures Was obtained

when y
= 0･09 in the PT phase. and y

= 0.04 in the H phase･

℡able ェⅤ

Phase

Particle Recycling During a PDX H-Mode Discharge
====二･二･････:ニー･一二

Frac tion Frac ti on Frac tion

Re-ioni2:ed Absorbed by Reblrned to

in Divertor walls 対ain Discharge
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●

0.70 durl!1g, the H phase. =n all cらS阜S the fraction of particles returned to

the main discharge was between 15-18 peL･-Cent. These results are slgnificant
●

L ~ゝ
1

in that many sceTlarios of H-mode functioning are based on the change in the

nature of particle refueling during the discharge, and it is not clear from

our results how much of a change occurs. perhaps the energy of the neutrals

transmitted through the divertor throat also effects the recycling.

-A:.
I

we finish by noting that recent two-dimensional measurements of Ha light

l

in the main chamber and divertor dome [Grek et al一 showed a peak in intensity

at a point in the main chamber below the coil casing beneath the PDX

l

neutralizer plates. Our results pr達dicted that the peak occurred in front of

the plates. Thus there are a number of pleCeS Of the pictnre which presently
●

do rT.Ot fit together.

′ 1

1

1

ZV. Application 2= Performance of the ALT-=工 Pump Limiteご

The pumping performance of the proposed ALT-ZZ experiment on TEXnR Icon

乍き 年1】 d早Pends on 也e neutral pr亭SSure at the pump duct openings' This

pぢeSSure is created as plasma strikes tJle neutrali2:er Plates● We have Tnade a

selfrqopsi写tent Calcu_1ation of parallel plasma transport and neutral transport
●l

一時与ipg 喚声 9ne-dimensional fluid model of D. Post, described in this workshop.

?zQtlBl錦wi th_A DEGAS.

me proposed deslgn, dlich features 12 neutralizer plates positioned
●

I-

･.二
f I.

above pump duct openings, is shown in Fig. 5 along With the model geometry･

JLヰー
f . 手

.

Neutral transport was calculated in a fully three-dimensional geometry′ while

やf
L与,･

the plasma Was modeled by dividing the plaszna into four strips at the four

I-
(

.～
～.

minor radii 51.75, 52.75, 53.75. and 54.75 cm. At a point far away from 也e

▲
■

neutraliヱer Plate the plasma densities at these radii were 5･C, 3･6, 2,5. and
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l･6 X -012 cm-3r and the plasma temperatures were･ 34r 30t 23⇒′ 16 eV｡

Results for the electron densities and temperatures near the plate are

shown in･Fi9. 6. The densities near the p1_ate have risen by factors of 2-3

over the values far from the plate, and the temperatures have dropped by more

than a factor of 2' Of the plate current 6.9% was pumped'

A quarltity related to pumping is the enhancement of particle flux at the

plate. Defining R as 也e ratio pf particle flux at 廿Ie Plate to the flux 10

cm from the plate, we calculated that 氏 = 4.9, 4.3, 3.1, and 2.0 at the minor
',

1

radii of 51.75, 52.75, 53｡75, and 54.75 respectively. (These values were much

higher than observed on 也e PDX scoop 【加d et al),
for example, and the mc)貞el

has not been verified as yet with any other experiment.) =f we do fa(ー･カr 氏

●

into our pumping Calculation, and assume that 30% of the total plasma efflux

enters beneath the blade, the net result is that about 8.4% of the total

plasma efflux would tk removed.

't:t may be possible to raise 氏 still further by puffing 9aS at a point

bejleath 也e limiter blade directly まn front of the plate. To see the effect

of such fuelin9, a SOurCe Of lO恥rr一見/s of 3000K molecules Was added to the

model calculation. The resulting Plasma dens.Sties and temperatures are shown

in Fig. 6. The densities were more highly peaked at the plate than when

puffing was absent. The temperature dropped further within the first 20 cm

froTn the plate by a factor of more than 2 to under 7 eV across the こtltire

plate. ℡le Value of A increased to 6.4 at the top of the plate' Thus the

introduction of 10 Torr一見/s of puffed gas transformed a plasma With i-elatively

flat n a･td T profiles along field lines near the plate to a plasma With

s19nificant gradients in ne and T over a relatively short dis七ance･
e

■
●
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The higher ne, lover Te plasm'a also seemed to enhance pumping Of ions
●

recycling at the plaヒe. 刊Ie fraction of the flu.T( at the plate that was pumped

increased to 9･2E亀 from the 6･9% for the pure recycling case･ This rlet

increase might have been due to the lower Te in the puffing case. because the

reaction rate for electron impact i()nil:ation of H in the non-puffing case is

3･7 times higher than in the puffing case. Thus the neu.tral particle

attenuation from the plate to the duct opening is less in the low T case･
e

V' rLuture Development of DEGAS

The physicaユ models in DEGAS are continually being modified as

experimental data are made available and new theoretical models are

develqped. A parallel effort is also being made to include anomalous

phenomena in order to match results from tokamak experiments.

＼

DEGAS at present is a big and slow computer code since. as ve mentioned'

it Was Written to test the effects of different physical processes on the

neutral transportr with little attention being paid to speed optimization or

code si2:e. We also vrote 也e code so as to be able to treat a wide range of

problems, ana 也is approach added to its complexity. 肋e program size is

determined mainly by the lengths of its many storage arrays, and their si2:eS

can be adjlユSted to the needs of a particular problem by using FORTfuN

P且RALM･'TER statements. Speedin9 uP a Honte Carlo code by making use of the

present generation of vector computers is typically done by writing 廿1e

algorithm to follow batches of test flights at a time･ At the presentp

however.吐is would require･ a great deal of re-writing of DEGAS.切Iich is

beyond our present resources｡
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Ilperture

to Torus

Fi9･ 1･ Cut away drav･in9 Of the DITE bundle givertDr 批 ZI (top), and the

bundle divertor as modeled in three dimensions by DEGAS (bottom). By symJnetry

only half 廿Ie device was inclヽl(】ed.
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Fig. 2. Poloidal cross-section of the closed PDX divertor (top), and the

divertor as modeled in DEGAS (bottom).
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Ff I-OIItn-I)

Fig. 3a. Heasured dome pressure, P, as a function of the line-averaged plasma

density. n-e(m), in the Tnaih chamber･
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Fig･ 3b･ me fraction of DO excited to the n=3 1evelt as a function of

electron temperature, Te, and density, ne･ At ne - 1012 cm-3, this fraction

variesasT5･3forl <Te<5eV, andTl･Ofor5<Te<60eV･
e e
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Fig･ 3c･ Divertor electron temperature, Te, as a function of the line-

averaged plasma density, =e(n), in the main chamber･
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Fまg･ 4･ ℡woJimensional variation of the DO density pressure during the ohmic

phase of a typical H-mode PDX discharge.
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Fig･ 5' A proposed ALT-IZ pump limiter design (top),めcre the limiter blade

is axisymmetric, underneath Which lie twelve deflector plate/pump
duct

combinations around the torus, and the ALT一工Z geometry as modeled (bottom).

Zn the model the plasma beneath the limiter blade was divided into four

strips, and a 1-D fluid treabnent Was applied independently to each strip.
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4 8 J2 f6

D(STANCE FROM PLATE (cm)

4 8 ほ 16

DISTANCE FROM PLATE (cm】

Fig･ 6｡ ALT-=エ calculated plasma density (n) an.a temperature (T) as a

function of minor radius (r) and the distance along a field line from the

neutralまヱer Plate.
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Hydrogen Recycling at Wall Surfaces

K. Sone

Japan Atomic Energy Research =nstitute,

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, =baraki-ken 319-ll

F｣

=n the previous paper [1], the effect of hydrogen trapping

action of the wall on hydrogen recycling rate in a limiter

configuration of the JT-60 tokamak has been discussed for three

wall materials =ncone1, Mo and Tic for the case of 20 MW neutral

J｣

beam inコeCtion used. A11 wall and limiter surfaces of JT-60

will be coated with Tic of 20リm in thickness, and so the

discussion on Tic is particularly important. =n this abstract

土s des.cr土bed七he e宕fect of chemical spuセセering and七主七an土um

oxide formation, both of which are especially important in the

case of Tic coating.

A modelling of hydrogen particle balance and recycling at

the wall● was descr土bed 土n deta土ユ.土n ref.n】｡ Var土ous particle

fluxes are defined as shown in fig.i. The steady state recycling

●

coefficient 氏 at the wall alone is glVeJn by

R = 1
-

i -α TNB=

b(1-α)+α r+

(1)

where α is the fraction of the total neutral influx which lea.ve

the plasma as charge exchange neutrals, b the fraction of the

total influx of impinging ions to the wall. The total flux of

ions leaving the plasma can be derived from the particle

confinement characteristics as r+ I

nV/Tp I Where n is the
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average particle density in the plasma, V the plasma volume and
●

T the particle confinement time. Using e.q. (i), we obtain a
p

●

criterion for keeping a constant Particle density n when high

energ_y neutrals of flux rNB= are injected during
,a

discharge.

When the recycling coefficient is less than A, the pumping rate

by the wall is predominant. Zn such a case, we need to feed a

suitable amount of hydrogen gas from outside the plasma to keep

n value constant1 0n the corltrarY, When the recycling coefficient

is greater than Rt we need to pump an excess amount of hydrogen

gaS･

To treat the hydrogen recycling quantitatively, it is assumed

here that the following three phenomena, backscattering, diffusion

from the bulk and saturation overflow, are responsible for the

re-emission o王 七he par七土cles incident on七o 七be wall. A one-

dimensional diffusion equation for the particles penetrating into

●

the bulk is given aS

∂c(Ⅹ.t)

∂七
+G(Ⅹ) , (2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the wall,

a(x,t) the concentration of hydrogen atoms at depth x and time

t, and G(_x) the source term of hydrogen atoms at depth A. The

source term G(x) for random incidence is given by

G(Ⅹ,

-l¶/孟ef:
p｡(Ⅹ.E.0)

≡

dE sin20 ･f(E)･p.(Ⅹ,E,a),

J｡【1-a(E′°)】

ARp[1+erf (con
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whe-re E｡
-

Rpcose/J5iARp･ 0 i-s the ang1.e of iheidence ･with

respect to the surface norinal. J｡ the incident flux d畠血sity bf

hydrogen atoms per unit area･ Rp(EJ) the projected range of

hydtogen atom of energy E･ △Rp(E) the range straggling of hydrogen

atom of energy I, and a(E,0) the backscattering coefficient of

hydr9'gen atom.incident with energy I and angle 8･ Gaussian

ra.nge distribution of implanted particles is assumed here, eq. (4) ,

in the case of random incidence･ The range parameters Rp(E) and

△Rp(E) are calculated from the LSS七heory E2･3]･

Note that the factor i-B(E′0) is multiplied with the nor-

malization constant in the right hand 岳ide of eq. (4) to give the

actual number of implanted particles by excluding the backscat-

tered fraction. The following empirical formula for a(E.0) is

used in the calculations:

B(E′G) = Bo(E) + f1-Bo(E)3(i-cosO)2, (5)

where a. (E) is the backscattering coefficient for perpendicular

incidence. This formula gives a good approximation, which we

have confirmed by comparing it with a result from TRIM code

calculation 【4】.

Surface compositional changes of the Tic wall is expected

to occur by the bombardment with energetic charge exchange

neu七ra13} One o王 七hem is carbon atom depletion from the ℡iC

wall surface, which is mainly due to by chemical sputtering to

form Ct14 and preferential sputtering of C a･toms, lighter element

of Tic. =t finally makes the Tic wall surface a Ti-rich one at

a high fluence of hydrogen,
-1x1019H/cm2

[5]. The Ti-rich

surface reacts with residual oxygen gas, but oxygen molecules

reacts more easily with high flux hydrogen atoms, so that the
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oxida七ioh of ℡i will not ocour, theoretically. =n practical

tokamak machines, howevet, the Ti-rich surface will everltually

get into oxidation from the following reasons: 1) sourc声S Of

oxygen can not be eliminated[ 2) oxidation goes on during

interruption between discharge shots, 3) oxide once formed can

not be'reduced by atomic hydrogens within discharge duration.

This has been observed so far in the decrease of gettering action

of Ti flas九ed wall surfaces with increasing discharge shots in a

number of conventional tokamaksG Therefore. we consider here

hydrclgen recycling at Ti and TiO2 Walls as well as TiC･

The calculated results 'f-ron an empiricalJ formula for a. (I)

by Tabata et a1.[6] in Ti are used in the calculations. For Tic,

average data of a.(E) compiled by Eckstein and Verbeek r4】 are

used in low energy region ( <1 keV ), and experimental data by

Schneider and Verbeek [7] are used in higher energy region ( >2.5

Rev )･ For TiO2, the same data as for Tic are used here･

地e boundary cond土七ions of the diffusion equation (2) are

given a･s follows: for Tic and TiO2,

c(0.七)
=

c(a.七)
= 0,

for ℡i′

D

∂c/axix=.
- Krc(0･t'2 at inner surface･

-D ac/axlx=｡
-

K;c(d･t,2 at outer surface･

where Kr and Kl are the recombination coefficients of hydrogen
r

atom at inner and outer surfacesr respectively･ The values of

the recombination coefficients are estimated from the formula

by Baskes 【8ト

tも
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Concerning the diffusion coefficients D. the following
●

values土n units of cm2/s are used in the calcula七土ons:

p

D(T) = 0･O18 expト1.25Ⅹ104【cal/mol]/RT), for Ti 【9】.

D(T) = i.3lx10-12 exp(-3.05x103[cal/moll/RT), for Tic [10],

D(T)
= l･80Ⅹ10-5 exp(-l･36Ⅹ104,[cal/molj･/RT), for TiO2 [11],

●

where T is the wall temperature ( in K )′ and R the gas constant.

=n the case of TiO2 the normal diffusion coefficient in unbombarded

materials is divided by 102 for the present re-emission calculation･

Hydrogen is re-emitted from the bulk of the wall when the

hydrogen concentration c(x. t) derived from the diffusion equation

(2) exceeds the saturation concentration NsAT･ The measured data

of NsA･T ( in units of H/cm3 ) are used: NsAT = l･27x1023 for Ti

[12] and 2･5x1022 for Tic [13]･ The same value of NsAT for TiO2

is assumed here as for Tic.

Since we have no computed result.ts ()f the energy distribution

function' f(≡) for charge exchange neutrals in JT-60, it is assumed

here to be Maxwellian. Although this is an approximation, it is

not a bad one judging from other computed results [14,15]. A

computer programme using the Crank-Nicolson equations have been

made to solve eq. (2) under the boundary conditions and calculate

numerically the hydrogen re-emission rate as a function of time

and wall七empera七ure.

=t is reasonable to give 2;ere tO the value of b in eq.(1),

since almost all iqns leaving th色 plasma hit t･he limiter. We

assume here that α = 0.3. which is not an optimistic value

judging from a model calculation which yields 0.25≦α ≦0.45 [15.].

As for the injected flux of neutrals, rNB= I 2.54x1021 H/s is
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expected in JT-60. Thus we.obtain 良 ≡ i-5.92Ⅹ1021/r+′ where

r+ -

60n/㌔′since V - 60 m3 in J℡-60･ We have calculated here

two cases when the incident fluxes of charge exchange neutrals

r&
are lx1022 H/s and 3x=･022 H/s, respectively･ These correspond

to the flux densities J. of lx1016 H/cm2s and 3xlO16 H/cm2s,

respec七土vely. since the proコeCted area of 七he wall and l上皿土ter 土s
⊂

nearly loo m2 in JT-60･ These also correspond to the cases when

the values of n/Tp are 3･9Ⅹ1020 H/m3s and l･17Ⅹ1021 H/m3s･

respectively･ The former case is for low density ( or high Tp )

and the latter one for high density ( or low Tp )･ The corre-

ponding values of R are 0.75 and 0.92, respectively.

Figures 2-4 show the calculated results of R as a function

of time when the energy distribution is assumed to be 400 eV

Maxwe11ian･ =n the case of Ti, the thickness of the Ti layers

O

is assumed to be 100 A. Each re-emission curve
corresponds to

the wall temperature listed in the figure in order from the

bottom to the top. Note that the FLUX in these figures means

the flux dens土七y J｡･. 工n table 1 are l土sted 七he calculated

●

results of wall temperature regions for 10 s discharge, where

the recycling coefficient is suppressed below the R values

estimated above f∝七wo cases of J｡ of lxlO16 冗/cm2s and 3Ⅹ1016

H/cm2. =t is found in the table that the recycling coefficients

in Ti for both cases are less than the R values at any temper-

ature. But it should be noted that saturation overflow becomes

very important in Tic and TiO2 and often increases the recycling

coefficient abru･ptly･ The most realistic is the case for TiO2

after a number of discharge shots･ The results for TiO2 Show a

better recycling behaviour than for Tic, because the suitable

wall temperature region in TiO2 Shifts to lower temperatures
●
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which are more realiz畠ble thah in曽土c.づ'モ臨6refor色′ the sue,i.&･ete

compositional change of Tic irito Ti or Tio2 Will make ho un.de-

sirable effects on the recycling rate control in J℡-60. But

it should be noted that hydrogens once trapped in these
-

materials 't lov temperatures should be desorbed during the
亡:▲

discharge off period by using thermal desorption which is

available in JT-60 up to 500 0c.

_
ヽ

*able 1

wall temperature -regions
Which satisfy the following

●

conditions for 10 s discharge a占d 400 eV D}1axwe11ian ener9･y

distribut･ion: R<0.75 for Jo I 1x1016 H/cm2s or R<LO.I)2 for

J. = 3Ⅹ1O16 H/cm2s.

Material J○芋1x1016H/cm2s Jo=3Ⅹ1016H/cm2s

℡土C

Ti

150-220○C

optional

300○C

optional

TiO2 60-80○C 80-130○C

一′?
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Figure Captions

Figq i Schematic representation of the flow of the recycled

particles.

rNB=: flux of injected high energy neutrals,

rW : total flux of neutrals re-emitted from the walll

r&

･
･

r工一

rこ
rニ
r+

which consists of the fluxes due to backscattering,
-∫-

diffusion and saturation overflow′

● ●

total flux of charge exchange neutrals implnglng

on 七he wall′

flux of neutrals re-emitted from the l土miter,

flux of ions implnglng On the limiteri.
■ ●

● ■

flux of ions implnglng On theAWall,

total flux of ions leaving the plasma.

Fig･ 2 Calculated recycling coefficients as a function of time

and wall temperature in rTiC for a Maxwellian energy

distr土bution of 400 eV.

Fig. 3 Calculated recycling coefficients as a function of time

and Wall temperature in Ti for a Maxwellian energy

d土str土bution of 400 eV. a) J｡ ≡ 1Ⅹ1016 H/cm2s and b)

J. = 3x1016 H/cm2s.

Fig･ 4 Calculated羊eCYCling coefficients as a function of time

and wall temperature in TiO2 for a Maxwellian energy

dis七ribution of 400 eV.
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IMPURITY TRANSPORT EXPERIMENT BY SURFACE DEPOSITION PROBE IN JIPP T-IIU

f'

鴇､

M. Mohri and T: Yamashina

一■■

Department of Nnclear Engineering, Hokkaido University,

Sapporo 060, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Reduction of metallic impurities in plasma has been lealized to be

very important in the present day torus devices. There are_a number

of impur:itv generation processes such as sputtering, blistering,

flaking
and evaporation from a view point of first wall surfaces,

and arcing, disruption
and runaway electron

from a vj.ew?oint of

plasma. One of the most important objectives in the study of plasma

surface interactions is to
understand and to

control the

production of impurities. Ti 各ettering has beer? oftell applied in

many torus devices as a standard technique to reduce gaseous

impurities.

In ●ヒbe presen亡work we reported the effects of Ti 各ettering

on the generation process of metallic･ impurities during plasma

discharges in J工PP T-ⅠIU.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The JIPP T-Ⅰ】刀tokamak device is a modified system of the JIPP T-ⅠI

stellarator/tokamak device and has been operated s･ince May 1983.

The major radius and minor radius are 91 cm and 23 cm, respectively.

A schematic representation of the system is shown in Figure 1.

The vacuum chamber is constructed with 304SS. The two比Ⅹed ring

limiters and a pair of rail limi亡ers are also made of 304SS and

are located at the distance of 25 cm and 23 cm, respectively from

the center line of plasma as shown in the figure. Four ring-shaped bellows

protectors made of Mo are located at the distance of 25 cm from

the center line of plasma.
The positions of three Ti evaporation

sources for 各ettering and ICRH antennas are also shown in the figure.

The surface deposition probe with a box structure made of 304SS

as shown in Figure 2 was inserted in the scrape-off plasma region

through the P6 port. Five sides of the probe were mounted with

304SS foils coated with amorpous silicon with a thickness of 1 um

and they are designated as shown in Figure 2. Three iderltical

surface deposition probes were prepared and each one of them

was exposed
to

only one plasma discharge with ICRH heating.

In order
to observe the effect of Ti gettering the first surface

deposition probe (SDP-1) was exposed to the plasma without any

Ti flashings. The second probe (SDP-2) was exposed to the plasma

just after the first Ti flashing from a P14 Ti evaporation source

in the history of JLPP T-IIU device. Then. the third probe (SDP-3)

was exposed to the plasma after a number of Ti flashir唱S from

p5, p14 and P15 Ti evaporation sources.
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RESULTS AND I)ISCUSSION

PIXE(Particle Induced X-ray Emission) and RES (Rutherford Back-

scatterin8-) meashrements showed tillat Fe･ Cr and Ni
yere r･-ajor metallic

l

impurities deposited onto the proIDe. Mo was also observe･1 and

-its amount was almost one order of magnitude smaller than that

of Fe. Figure 3 sh.owsヒhat the depth concentraしion profiles for

impurity elements observed on the P side of the three probes

measured by a sputter ASS(Auger Electron Spectroscopy) method.

Plasma discharge parameters are also inc1･uded in the figures.

Three plasmas can be regarded
as almost identical.

Before Ti flashings, about 4完of the surface of P-side

was covered by Fe atoms. As shown in figure i the Ti flashing

from the P14 evaporation source can cover two third of the whole

area of the inner vacuum vessel. After the flashing, the amount

of Fe impurity deposited on the probe decreased and its surface

concentration fell down to less than 1 7o. However, no Ti signal

was observed on the SOP-2 probe by AES analysis.

A王te T土flasbings from the three Ti evaporation sources, the

amount of Fe impurity remarkably decreased and almost the

same al:10unt Of Ti impuruty was observed as shown in Figure 3c.

The.o,urface concentration of C and 0 did not show any significant

differences before and after Ti flashings. This may be due to the

fact that the probe surface was exposed to the air･ after the

plasma exposure so that the top surface could be contaminated with
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hydrocarbons and water vapors. However, if the depth concentration

profiles of C and 0 are compared carefully, one may be able to

find that the thickness of oxygen layer in the surface region

decreasd slibtly while that of C slightly increased.

Light impurities such as Ca, K and S decreased remarkably

after亡be Ti flashings.

Figures 4a and 4b show V口V spectra of 0 V and C IV in the main plasma

during discharges, resp･ectively. They revealed that the relative amount of

0 V impurity
existi喝in the main plasma during discharges decreased

●

significantly while that of C IV impurity did not change significantly.

A l早rge increase was observed in the signal intensity of Ti VIII aβ Ti

flashings were carried out while a slight decrease in the Fe V工工工slgnal

intensity was observed in the VUV spectra of Ti VIII and Fe VIII.

The Ti flasbi喝S Were found to
retard the production and tile

deposition of Fe impurity. This result is quite reasonable since the

surface of the inner wall of vacuum chamber.was coated with

Ti atoms! However) the increase of Ti deposition was not very large

in comparison to the sharp decrease of Fe after Ti flashings･

The fact that the amount of 0 impurity in the

main plaslna decreased remarkably after the Ti flashi喝S Suggest that

the deposition of Fe and Ti onto the probe is caused by the sputヒering
EZ1

of the wall or limiter surfaces by 0 impurity from the plasma･
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SUか刑ARY

Fe was the major metallic impurity observed on the surface probe
T

by AES analysis. While its amount decreased remarkaもly after Ti

flashings. This cotlld be interpreted by the reduction of oxygen

impurfty in
plasma which generated Fe impurity from the wall surface

throt唱h the sputtering process.
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Figure l･ Schematic Representation of JIPP T-ⅠⅠ口

Figure 2･ Surface Deposition Probe

I; ion drift side

E; electron drift side

P; plasma front side

U; upper side

D;● down side
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STUDY ON ALPHA-PARTICLE DIAGNOSTICS

IN MAGNETICALLY CONFINED PLASMAS

K.N. Sato and M. Sasao

lnsti.tuもe of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University

Chikusa, Nagoya 464, JAPAN

Reacting plas汀Ia experiments in a mediumlSized tokamak have

been planned at IPP-Nagoya, Japan. One of the rnain subjects of

the "RIProjecti】 is to study the dert,3ils of reacting plasma

physics related to the fast alpha-particles produced through D-T

reactions.(Table一工) For this purpose the possl'bility of confined

a一pha-pafticle diagnostics has been investigated quantitdtively.

Several approaches for this diagnostics navel.been stu-died in

deta=;てar examp一e, beam probe method,1) nuclear reaction method

and 一aser s,ca七tering method etc･(Tab一e-II) Among them the beam

probe method seems to be the most probable one for this purpose.

The alEPha-particle diagnostics by charge exchange method has

been planned to be app一ied on the R-tokamak. The bearrI Velocity

of about O･8V; is appropriate in orde･. to obtain a wide spectral

range of the velocity distribution of alpha partic･les and to

reduce the beam acce一eration power･ (Where, V言is the initial

velocity of alpha particles produced by a-T reactions.)

Although a Li beam is one possible candidate as a probing

beam, a
3日e

beam is more advantageous from the viewpoints of

la｢ge｢ charge exchange cross sections and 一ower acceleration

voltage needed. As is well known, the Heo beam neutralized
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through a conventiona一 gas ce一l has a problem of large-frac▲tion
∃

of metastable at叩S,.妙ic､h w,i_1l noキーpenLetrate 1'nt･O the center oLf

the plas-ma･ A

_n]e-T,.,P-ethod
i.s

;-propo5-e･d2)
t-o: ut･t叩z.e the

･auto-

10nS in order to have a large fractiondetachment process of He~
■

of grpund state H.eo eto限S. Sinse He- ions have two components of

life time, i.e. about 345 ps and ll LLS (50% each),
one can obtain

a 24 % ground state neutral atoms with the flight distance of 30

m at the beam velocity of O･8V:･ The beam divergence including

space charge effect seems to be not so serious in the flight･

Several paths of the beam probing method are shown in Fig･l･

The yield estimation of alpha particles neutralized by

double charge eJ･uhange processes shows that a 10 nA
3He-

or Li-

beam at the velocity of O･8V; will enable us to measure the

alpha-partic一e velocity distributions with reasonable spatia一 and

temporal resolutions. (Fig. 2)

､.
In this connection the electron capture cross sections in

He2+ + Li collisions have been obtained experimentally in the

energy range of about 0.8 - 2･O MeV3)･(Fig･3) A preliminary

study on the negative ion source has been started･

Fundamental researches on high speed pel.'iet injection

technique has also been carried out in order to have another

approach of this diagnostics･
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Table and Figure Captions

TablLe-トニiResearch sub3'ects and its diagnostics on

reacting/burning pl.asma physics.

Table-ⅠI Several methods of the a一pha-particle diagnostics being

studied at IPP-Nagoya.

Fig. 1 Several paths of 七hLl bean probing method.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram and possible, parameters of alpha-

particle diagnostics by the beam probing method･･ in the

R-tokamak.

Fig. 3 Measured electron capture cross sections as a function

of re一ative velocity in Heap+ + Li cDlli･sions.
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Several methods of the alpha-particle diagnostics being

●

studi~ed at IPP-Nagoya.
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Ignition simulat.ion by the interaction of NBI With ICRF

Y. Hamada. Y. Oqava, T.Amano and T. Vat.ari

lnstitute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya Universit.y, Nagoya, Japan

Abstr･act

Efficient production of highenergy ion tail by the NBI accelerat.ed
by ICRF at the higher harmonies OF ion cyclotron Wave, is discussed. The

linear damping across the resonance layer may be small for single

transit. The quasi-linear damping however is sufficiently large to give
the velocity distribution similar to that of alpha par･ticles in ignited

plasma. The quasi-steady state velocity distribution funtion can be

obLai.led by the reduced acceleration near the null point of Bessel

function. suppressing ion runaway in cyclotron har･monics acceler･ation.

The scaling formula o{ t.he energy confinement time in high

temperat.ure plasma is one of t.he most. urgent tar･get of the experiment.al

research. The ambiguity of't.he scaling near ignition plasma impells the

design oF the ignited plasma t.o have a lar･ge mar･gin corresponding to

that ambiguity, resulting in the expensive machine.
The ignited plasma may be characterized by high tenlPerature Plasma

heated by the alpha part.icles produced b.y the DT r･eaction. Recent.1y D.

post suggested that D-3He ICRF heating may produce the alpha

particle-like velocity distribution of･
3He

and may heat the plasma

thr･ough its high energy minority ions. In this paper t.he new met.hod for

the poduction of､ alpha particle-like distribution of､ ions through the

coupling of injected ions of NB With the ion cyclot.on harmonies Waves.

土s presented.
The damping of'the ICRF Wave at 土on cyclotron harmonies is First

analysed by t.he linear t.heory. In Fig. 1 the dispersion oft fast Wave at

the 3rd harmonies near the resonance and the power flux acr･oss t.he

resonance layer are shown under the assumption of two component plasma

of､ the NBI heated plasma. The linear damping about lOfi can be obt.aimed

across the resonance layer.

The behaviour oF the ion tail distribution is analysed by the

quasilinear Fokker Planck equation derived by T. Stix. The absorption

due t.o the generat.ed high energy LLail is found to be strong even to t.he

3rd and 4th harmonies of the ion cyclotron frequency. It is possible to

generate highenergy tails in the higher electron density. under lover'

toroidal magnetic field strength. and in case of'1over electron

tenlPerature compared With the use of D-3He. The development or the high

energy tail is impeded When kpt approaches the null poinL oF Bessel

function and steady state velocit.y distribution similar to that･ of the

alpha particle in high Q and ignited plasma can be obtained by the

appropr･iate choice of plasma density and toroidal field strength as

shown in F土g. 2.
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TOK姐払K工HPUR=TY CONTROL WITH MOWNTtJM SOURCES

THEORY AND APPL=CAT工ON

D･ J･ SigTnar, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

and

W･ M･ Stacey) Jr･ Georgia Institute of Technology
●

(血ex亡ended version of 亡his work has been submitted for

publication in ''Nuclear Fusionf. 1984)

ABSTRACT

We have extended our previous co11isiona1-reglme亡heory for rotation

and impurity transport in a tokamak plasma with strong, directed NBI and

strong rotation (Ⅴ¢ ～
Ⅴ亡b)亡o亡he mixed collisionali亡y reglme･ We present

a self-consis亡en亡formalism for c3LIculating ion and impurity ro亡a亡ion

velocities and radial transport fl･1XeS, aS Well as the radial electric field

and the poloidal variation of i.Lle impurity density upon which the former

strongly depend. Calcula亡ions for model problems representative of工SX-a

and PLT are presented. The predicted impurity transport exhibits fep.Cures in

agreemen亡wi亡b experlmen亡al observations.
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工h'TRODUCT工ON

There is a long-standing interes亡in亡he possibility of using

direc亡ed neu亡rai beatB irljection (打B工) to reverse the no`mal iTIVard diffusion

of inpuri亡ies in亡okatnak plasnas. Ohkava 【1】no亡ed-亡ha亡 亡he direc亡momen亡utn

e:くChange of injected beatn particles and impuriヒies via colLisioTIS Would

prod/uce a radial inpuri亡y transport flux and predict-ed亡ba亡coutlヒerinjec亡ion

Would produce an outward inpuriこy 亡ransport flux.

S亡acey and Signar 【21 no亡ed亡ha亡the injec亡ed beatn monen亡utn nus亡be

balanced by a radia1亡ransfer of notnen亡un, or drag, and 亡ha亡 亡his allowed

a unique de亡ermina亡iorL Of 亡he radial electric field. They predic亡ed 亡ha亡

vhen 亡he effec亡 Of 亡he tnotnen亡utn inpllt and drag on ヒhe particle flows Was

亡aken into accoun亡 and vhen 亡he effecこ Of the radial ele(二亡ric field on

亡ransport VaS 亡rea亡ed self-consis亡en亡Iy,亡hen coinjec亡ion Would produce an

ou亡Vard inpuri亡y flux.

Burre11, Ohkava and Wong 【3】poin亡ed ou亡亡ha亡 亡he large 亡oroidal ro亡a亡ion

velocities associated vi亡h direc亡ed h'B工could produce poloidal non-unifomi亡y

in 亡he i皿puri亡y densi亡y over 亡he flux surface, t4hich in亡urn could produce a

radial inpuri亡y 亡ranspor亡 flux. This effec亡 becotnes significan亡VheTl亡he

inpuri亡y ro亡a亡ion velocity becotnes comparable vi亡h i亡s 亡hermal velocity.

They predic亡ed 亡ha亡 coinjec亡ion Would produce an ou亡vard inpuこi亡y flux due

亡o 亡his ro亡a亡ion, or iner亡ia1, eft.ec亡. This 亡heory u且s no亡 se1'f-consi5亡en亡

vi亡h respect 亡o 亡he ambipolar ele亡亡ric field, however.

Recen(.1y' S亡acey and Sigtnar 【4J ex亡ended 亡heir previous Eom･dLism 【21亡o

include ⊂his ro亡a亡ion effec亡in a self-consisterT.亡 亡heory for particle t-lotJ･S

in 亡hR flux surface,亡he radial elec亡ric fietld and radial Par亡icle ヒransport in

a 亡oka皿ak plastna in亡he collisional reglne Wi亡h direc亡ed
L18工･

A more e:く⊂亡n-

sive discussion of relevan亡 previous Work is giverl in 亡ヒは亡pal)per 【4ト

Experimen亡a11y, i亡has been observed in PLT 【5,6J and 工SXL･P, 【7,引 亡ha亡

ヒhe cen亡ral accumulaこion of edge-in亡roduced impuri亡ie5 is nucl一 grea亡er ･Ji亡h

ccun亡er-inコeCこion亡han vi亡h co-inJeC亡ion● in quaii亡a亡ive agreemen亡 vi亡h ⊂he

more recen亡 亡heory. A亡亡enp亡･3 【8,9J亡O quan亡ir_aこively in亡erpre亡some -)E- 亡he

experinen亡al resu1亡s Vi亡h earlier, incomple亡e versions 【2,3l ot一 亡he ヒheory

have been encouragirT･g, a1亡hough unable 亡o explain all fea亡ures of boヒh 亡he

c〇-injec亡ed and coun亡erinjec【ed resul亡S.
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The purpose of 亡his paper is 亡o extend our previous 亡heory 【4】for亡he col-

lisiotlal regime in亡o 亡he pla亡eau regime. This ex亡ension accotnoda亡es 亡he inpor-

tan亡 case Of 亡he main ion species being nearly co11まsionless and 亡he inpuri亡y

species being co11isiona1, vbich ve refer亡o as 亡he tnixed regime. This ex亡en-

siotl requires a kine亡ic 亡heory solution for 亡he parallel viscous force a.V.冒

in 亡he presence of large ro亡a亡ion veloci亡ies and an incorpora亡ion of 亡his

viscous force in亡o 亡he fluid 亡heory･ t4e find in 巳he tnixed collisionali亡y regltne

tha亡 亡he tnechanisms dotnina亡ing 亡he 亡ranspor亡 processes are qui亡e differe【l亡 亡ha【･L

in 亡he collisiorlal reglne.

The 亡heory described in this paper provides a self-consis亡en亡(non-linear)

model, based upon particle and nomen亡utzI COnSerVa亡ion and charge neu亡rali亡y, for

calculating toroidal and poloidal rotation velocities, the radial electric field

and radial particle fluxes in a 亡vo-species (ion-impuri亡y)亡okamak plaszna vi亡h

s亡rong direc亡ed neu亡ral beam injec亡ion, and resu1亡ing large ro亡a亡ion veloci亡ies.

The theory relies upon neoclassica1亡heory for specifica亡ion of ⊂he parallel

viscous force (including 亡he pLa亡eau resonance) bu亡a11ovs for an anomalous

viscous radia1亡ransfer of 亡oroida1皿Omen亡um as indicated by experi皿en亡aL da亡a

[7,10). Prescriptions are given for detemining the anotnaious radial momencun

亡ranSfe= ra亡es frotn measured ro亡a亡ion veloci亡ies for ヒhe ions and iznpuri【i.es.

工n亡he firtal sec亡ionナ 亡he formalism is applied亡o plastrLaS Wi亡h亡he gross

features of I台Ⅹ-B and PLT亡o predic亡Cer亡ain fea亡ures亡ha亡are observed

in亡he experiments.

■
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工工. FLUID TtIEORY

Outline of Derivation

'

The cons亡ruction of'ヒhe expressions E〇r 亡he radial eLec亡ric field,

particle flows wi亡hin亡he the flux surface, poloidal varia亡ion of ヒhe par亡icle

densi亡ies over 亡he flux surface and 亡ranspor亡 fluxes across 亡he flux surfaces

closely para11els 亡ha亡 of Ref. 【4】亡rea亡ing 亡he coilisic'nal regi皿e 亡o Which

ve refer 亡he reader in亡eres亡ed in 亡he de亡ails. 工n 亡his sec亡ion, ve Will ou亡Iine

亡he derivation and proceed in subsequen亡 sec亡ions 亡o preSel1亡 and discuss 亡he new

resu1亡s for 亡he mixed regina.

The basic e･qua亡ions are亡he particle cor1亡inui亡y equa亡ion for species 3

77.n.v-.コ 0,

コ コ

亡he mo皿en亡utn balance equa亡iotl for speciesコ

n･n･くす･∇){･ + T?j十▽･晋･ニーn･e･7う
コ コ コ コ コ コ コ

I....■■

+A.a.(首:.j'TF)+R. +諒
コ コ コ コ j ,

and charge neu亡rali亡y

J

T=lnjej
= 0･

工n Eq･ (20)I Rコis亡he in亡erspecies fric亡ion, Which ve Will represen亡by

豆j I -

njnj

kE･j
Vjk`q･-Jk';

and

.-
-

1+

･v･
=さt･

-

n｣･Tn｣､IdjV〕
コ コ

(19)

(20)

(21)

(之2)

(?_3)

ごePreSen亡s ''ex亡ema1.'nofnen亡uTn exchange of par亡icles of species j血3 【Q nOraeGこum

inpu亡from collisions wi亡h fas亡ions from neu亡ral beam in]tM'Eio【-, 〉l〕･and due亡o

亡he l'radial"transfer of 皿Omen亡un acroSS 亡he flux surface due 亡o anomalous ､''i3こOuS

effec亡s, aS SuggeS亡ed by
experimen亡[7,10],which

is represen亡ed by a dr粥Erequency,

【
●一

･v･･ij･
Ttle neoclassical viscous forces are con亡ained in亡he亡erm ･･･t･･

コ

tn亡hese equa亡ions.I A, 'n, a, andすrefcr亡o亡he par亡icle densi亡y, rnaS3,

char言e and flow veloこi亡y o･f parc･icle speciesコ; P is ヒhe pressure ;1nd7
is こhe

aniso亡ropLC SヒreSSヒensoどdiscussed
in亡he previous sec亡ion;モ Ls亡he tllt三C亡ro一

~

..
is 亡he collision Erequel-Cy be亡･Jeen

s亡a亡ic po亡en亡ia1; a is亡he tlagne亡ic I.ieLd; ､JJ･<･

pユごticLe specip_sコ and k･
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Equa亡ion (19) andヒhe perpendicular (in亡he flux surface) conponen亡of

Eq･ (20) for each species can be solved,亡o vi亡hin a cons亡an亡of integra亡ion A

(Which is propor亡iona1亡o 亡he poloidal fユ.ov
veloci亡y), for 亡he lowest order (in

亡he gyroradius) particle flows, Which lie in亡he flux surface. The equa亡ion

ob亡ained by summing over species 亡he flux surface averaged 亡oroidal coEnPOnen亡

of Eq. (20) can亡ben be solved for ヒhe ''radia1'' elec亡ric field. The corlS亡aqtS

of in亡egra亡ion nen亡ioned previously can be found by solving simultaneously亡he

flux surface averaged parallel componen亡s of Eq. (20) for all species. The

●●poloidal.' varia亡ion of 亡he particle densi亡ies and eLec亡rosA亡a亡ic po亡en亡ial can

亡hen be ob亡ained by solvingヒhe parallel (ヒo a) conponen亡s of Eqs. (20), subjec亡

to 亡he cotlS亡rain亡of Eq. (21). Finally,亡he 亡ranspor亡 flux of par亡icles acrot;i

亡he flux surface can be ob亡ained by combining 亡he parallel and normal (亡o 亡he

flux surface) coraporT_en亡s of Eq. (20).

A亡 亡his point, ve specialize Our reSu1亡s 亡o a plasma cons亡i亡u亡ed -)f a Enain

iorL SPeCies (i), itnpuri亡y species (工) and elec亡rons (e),in Which ion-inpuri亡y

collisions are doninan亡 over ion-elec亡rorL Or i叩uriこy-elec亡ron collisions in

de亡emining 亡he 亡ranspor亡 of ions and inpuri亡ies Actually,

ion叩eCies･ The亡beory is valid for the imFuri亡y Species dobm亡o亡race impuri亡y

concen亡ra亡iorlS (O･-8). For 亡he plasma equilibriutn, ve make 亡he large-aSPeC亡

ra亡io, circular-0, low-be亡a approxima亡ion.
We use 亡he subscrip亡S･〇 and p 亡o

refer亡o 亡oroidal and poloidal cotnpoLl･en亡SI and use亡he superscrip亡 L'亡o denoこe

亡he cornponen亡 亡ha亡is uniform over亡he flux surface･ A nutnber I)E parame亡ers

Which arise in亡he deriva亡iorl are now defined:

p.7,

…志;rpマ,vj女…禁･1-Jj P
,

V[hl

the nomalized drag frequerlCies are

叫三三j･7-i･t;

3i…浩･3工≡浩･
(Where niniVi工-工mエリ工i from nomen亡um conSerVaこion)I
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The nomalized lviscosi亡ies are

vhe re
一■~

f･…打/α,fl≡∝
1

and

見…聖_Zm.
1

hi…l･幣(:bt)2･
hl…l･

/＼

∈j≡u-j+βj ,

･!Ⅹ〕…'t!xJd3v.もj㌔j,j
- i,I･

o 2

,

cL≡ニ亡O
n.

1

(見-i)

ち(i+哩) (eTI)2

(2与)

工n亡he above defini亡iotlS R is亡he tnajor radius, ≡ヨr/R is 亡he inverse_JaSPeC亡
0 0

ra亡io･
T is亡he亡empera亡ure･ q is亡he safety factor, V〕〕 is the self collision

frequp･ncy, Cbj is亡he Fokker-Planck collision opera亡or, and
/nt

is亡he uniヒ
Ⅹ

ve亡亡Or ln亡he 冗-dlrec亡lon (e.g. parallel,亡oroidal). Throughou亡 亡he paper,亡he

care亡 n.o亡a亡ion Will signify ei亡her a uni亡 vec亡or or the nornali2:a亡ion

/At.≡

1 0 0

n〕m〕viI

/＼

, A工

Radia1玉1ectric Field

A工

0 0

nlmI V工i

The componerl亡 oE 亡he radial eL･三C亡ric field (p: ) Which is cons亡anヒ
r

.

.

over ⊂he flux surface is ob亡ained self-consis亡en亡Iy frG皿 こhe flux surface
▼

averaged 亡oroidal nornen亡un balance equa亡ions summed over species.

EO

竜-[toi･?工(1
･Ei')･g;T咋L･つi小紙･ Li･::t'"?!･チtp;

- tLL?I･

～,i,l･ミⅠ,:;･?iPi']卜i
i:･【+I:･i(I-I:I,!r･TT!L,-i･･,工(1+･=i,Ill

(コ5)
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Examina亡ion of 亡his expTeSSiorl reveals several poin亡s･ The radial elec亡ric

field scales aさE
-i/8-H/vd･the

ratio of亡he h7ち工皿Omen亡un inpu亡-he radial
r

tnomen亡un tranSPOrt7 0r ''drag-●I frequency and is relatively inserLSiヒive亡o 亡he

parallel neoclassical viscosi亡y cOefficien亡s,令.･ Coinjec亡ed LVB工(H 'o) con亡ri-
｢

■■

bu亡eS a POSi亡ive componen亡亡o亡he radial elec亡ric field (Er >0), and conversely

for coun亡er-injection･ The nor皿ai nega亡ive皿ain ion pressure
gradien亡(Pi'0)

produces a nega亡ive con亡ribu亡ion (AEr<0)亡o亡he radial eLec亡ric field, atld

sitnilarly foど亡he inpuriヒy pressure gradien亡I althoughこhe la亡亡er is usually

un･inportanヒbecause悼そIpil'く1pit
･

Flu又es

The parallel and noma1 (radial) componen(s of Eq. (2U) can be

combined 亡o obtain an expression for par亡icle 亡ranspor亡 across flux surfaces

く▽o･njT1〉≡ -

くR2∇¢.(首

Our previous results for 亡he ro亡a亡ion veloci亡ies may be used 亡o evaLua亡e 亡his

expressiott for 亡he large-aspec亡 ra亡io, low-beta equilibrium. 工亡is itnpor亡an亡

亡O re亡ain 0 (∈2)亡ems亡ha亡were neglected in vriヒing Eqs. (26) and (28).

くThese ヒems are given in Ref 【4].) We vri亡e 亡he radial iLnPuri亡y flux as a

sutn of con亡ribu亡ions arising froth differen亡effec亡s

(nT･Ⅴ工r〉≡ (n工V=r〉ps +くnIVIr)NC +くnIV工r)yl +くn工Ⅴ工r〉t

+くnIV工r〉¢- +くn工Ⅴ工r〉首･ (37)

The firs亡 亡vo components correspond 亡o ヒhe Pfirsch-Sch1･1亡er and neoclassiL=al

fluxes oz:- the usua1亡ranspor亡亡heory, but now modified 亡o aLCOCun亡 for 亡he radial

transfer of nomen亡un and for 亡he varia亡ion of 亡he impuri亡y and ion densi亡iei over

亡he flux surface.
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･nIVIr〉 ps

-一帯虹
r

and

くn工V工r〉NC
一′~

て4here

0 0

ntml■J工i

eta;a

r[紺+帥-
C

工

港(l･王【)P主]

軒･亡2↑i((1･P工,(i)-(A;i))ip-i

ヰt(Ei･5t(l･ミi,,十三2

ct((;Ci･)
-

(i))lip:i
d三ミi+ミI(i+弓i),

(.1只)

(3L))

く40)

For a nega亡ive [Dain ion
densi亡y言radien亡(Pi

('o), bo亡h of亡hese flux

coロponents Will be irNard.

The 亡hird ten in Eq. (37) is 亡he亡ran叩Orこ flux resuL【ing direc亡Iy from

the in亡erac亡ion of 亡he beatn ions vi亡h 亡he main ions and impuri亡ies.

くやIVIr)}l
-1

_
~~二.

eIB;a帥l･Ei,.:2(d･(l♯d,(き)
-

･,M;i(TI-2((l･i(3I･ET,)(i)
-

(g)/l] (与1)

This con亡ribution亡o亡he i皿puri亡y flux is inward for
coinjeと亡ioTl and ou亡'Aard

cつun亡er-inコeC_【ion.

The fourth ten in Eq. (37) resu1亡S 王rom r&ヒetl亡ion of 亡he i-ner亡ia1亡emi

(nn(守.VTg) in亡he momen亡un balance equa亡ions, Which produces 0(E･2) con亡ribu亡ions

亡0 亡he expressions for亡he 亡oroidal and POloidal ro亡a亡ion ∇eloci亡ies Which in

turn contribute 0( 亡erns in che ヒranspor亡 flux.
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くnIV工r〉工;-

n‡m‡vll∈ーB

eIB;(BO)2d

Where

[(E沖.ミi,,QI,-↑工<曾i,],

(42,

-2 ･

26tu)
(;;-)･ [26,Ji(

S
n.

1

こ

(43)

The quan亡iヒies 6l and 6っinvolve radial densi亡y gradien亡s and are defined inヒhe

appendix. The

expressi;a
for A) is ob亡ained from Eq･ (43) by exchangi咽i

and工subscrip亡s, including in亡he defini亡ion of u, a･nd exchangring 61 and 6っ･
●■

The quan巳ity 61 is of order a/之and may be neglec亡ed in mos亡cases･ ho亡e亡ha亡

くeI〉depends (directlyand indirec亡Iy亡hrough

nSI)on亡Ile
radial elec亡ric field,

so ヒha亡 亡he iner亡1al flux is ac亡ually due

field. This inerヒial effec亡 Vi11 produce

inpuri亡y densi亡y is shifted do-

(a;<0),
Conversely, s亡rong coutlter-injec亡iorl Will

via 亡his inertial effec亡.

in large parヒ 亡o ⊂he radial elec亡ric

an ou亡rJard i皿Puri亡y flu:くWhen r_he

Which occurs for s亡rong cO-inコeC亡ion.

produce an inward flux co【l亡ribu亡ion

The fifth亡erm in Eq. (37) is 亡he radial itnpuri亡y flu.i( driven by 亡he

linear cotnponen亡of 亡he radial electric field.

(nIVIr)e- I

0 0

TtlmIVIi

e工B;

y工≡

βi+β-(i+ミi)
⊥

∈i+ミI(1 + ∈i)

･(3I･Y掛
Y

Ⅰ瑚(
EO

r

BO
I p

i

(ti二:

Where

This 亡erm vilュ have亡he sane sign as 亡he radial elec亡ric field. Thus, i亡Vi11

produce an ouこVard con亡ribu亡ion亡o 亡he inpuri亡y flux for strong co-injec亡ion

and an inward con亡ribution for counter-injec亡ion and Weak coinjecEion (assutning

pi<0)･
The las亡亡erm in Eq･ (3.7) is亡he i屯puri亡y亡ranspor亡flux drive.I by亡he

poloidal variation of 亡he po亡en亡ial over the flux surfaceI Or亡he po1っidaj･

elec亡ric field. This tern is of order α/2: and usually may be neglected.
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The main ion transport flux may be obtained by exchanging
■

i and工subscrir･亡S in亡he above equa亡ions･ In addi亡ion･ in Eq･ (i5) 5l andうっ
●一

mus亡be exchangJed, cL/z1一之/α , and 2:-･･･L.

No亡e亡ha亡Eqs･ (38) and (39) describe diffusive亡ranspor亡fluxes

･
-

i.a.

fluxes propor亡iona1亡o a pressure gradien亡-While Eqs. (41), (42), (44) and

(45) describe
convec亡ive.亡ranspori fluxes arising fro皿Visc.us and iner亡ial

forces and亡he direc亡rnomen亡un inpu亡･ The diffusive impuri亡y fluxes are in-

ward i-or亡he normal nega亡ive pain ion densi亡y gradien亡｡ The ro亡a亡ional and

elec亡ric field con亡ribu亡ions亡o亡he convec亡ive flux are ou亡･Jard for s亡rong

co-inコeC亡ion and inward for coun亡er-inJeC亡ion} and conversely Eor亡he direcこ

皿Omen亡un inpu亡corl亡ribu亡iotl Of Eq. (41).

工Ⅴ. さ10DEL PRO畠L己!･tS

工n orier 亡o i11us亡ra亡e 亡he na亡ure Of 亡he 亡heore亡icaL resu1亡s ヒhaこ Vere

developed in亡he p7=eVious 亡vo sec亡ions, ve now apply 亡he formalisn亡o 亡vo

model problezns tJi亡h deu亡eriutn plastnas represen亡a亡ive 〇f ヒhe in⊂erior regions

of 亡he工SX-B and PLT亡oka皿aks･ Neu亡ral bean injection a亡 4OKeV Was considered

in bo亡h cases. 工n bo⊂h of 亡I一eSe naChines 亡he 亡oroidal ro亡a亡ion veloc土亡y

vi亡h directed NB工has beetl measured 【7,LO】, Which allows us par亡ia11y亡o ex亡rac亡 亡he

anomalous viscous drag frequencies 〉di and v(il
froth 'e､くperinen亡al da亡a･てhe

procedure ve follow is firs亡亡o calcula亡e亡he ra亡io 6t/ 8･ from Eq･ (33)
1

くvi亡h a-i) 'dnd亡hen亡o
de亡e-iLle号i frorn亡he sun皿ヒd ⊂りrOiidl nomc:1r一- Llaエance･

f.'hi･=b !旭Y be reムrrdnged 亡o ob亡ain

･i:

nimiリi…ov｡(i
･

･3I/3i,
,

(的)

･Jherellpis亡he亡o亡a1亡oroidal nomen⊂um inpu亡of亡he beaコand I
,
- is亡he measured

'

ro⊂a亡ion veloci亡y. UsuallyI Only one ro亡a亡ion veLoci亡y▼ 亡haヒ oE al一i叩uri亡y

speciesl is measured･ For our purposes here} vp一 亡ake 亡ha亡 approxina亡ely as a

cotnnon ro亡a亡ion veloci亡y for all species.工f 亡he rota⊂ion velociこies of.oo亡I1亡he ions

and inpuri亡ies are neasured･亡hen Eqs･ (30) and (31) can be used [o de亡emliLleリdi

and vd工Separa亡ely･

We exatTLined a de-1亡P_riutn plasma vi亡h a 亡i亡anium iEnpuri亡y Vi亡h3= 0.()5 in

工SX plasma a-ニ10 cm (ne= 2･8 x 1013/

-8.5cm) and compu亡ed 亡he 亡OrOiこhL ェorltlntuTn in-

工S_Y-P'. 'Je chose parame亡ers 亡ypLCaL of an

cn3,
Te -Ti_-ム30eV,

q-l･2(i軒lー~
′

e

pu亡of亡he

luo

be阜n rAi亡h a beÅn deposi-Lion and Fokker-PlユuCk 3i.⊃て)i:1t;dし)b)r! COね. For 亡Ilis

工SX plasma,亡he beam nomenこu甲inpu亡was皿0･"ly亡u亡he deu亡e'ri･l包l叫,,糾･
The

i亡y Jli-り(VT) and ⊂he

亡i亡anium.JaS in 【he colLisional regip･e viこh I:工<J)(∈~)･ The ano.naious
dr喝

coeft-icien亡s co叩u亡ed in the nannt!r
､一escribed

above Led亡･)こ!le riこi) JT.虫i ≡

O･36I uSiユg い-e こOrOidal ro亡a亡ion veioci亡ites ndaSured ;1こi :･lt･･･co-i･1コeC⊂ion･
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As a second model problem, ve choose a deu亡eriun plasma vi亡h paratne亡ers

represeI咋a亡ive

)
-1

ap
1 vri

(
of PLTa亡rコ10-20cm:( ni =3x1013cm-3･ Ti =Te=lKeV･ q=i｡5,

=一30cm】.
We used 亡he previously described procedure and 亡he

Di a.I /

:perlmen亡a11y
de亡e-ined 【11] rotation velociヒies亡o de亡ermine亡he valuesリdieXperlment:a⊥⊥y
Get:emlnt:q LJ -i rUしdt･⊥ULL Vt=⊥UC⊥Llt:tiしU ut=Lt=川⊥=⊂ し▲l⊂ Yく1⊥u⊂コ

Vdi
1

34/ s･
vd工王5100/s and色L/8i

∋ 1･5･ We considered a unifoorコ亡un.<stan

impuri亡y Of concen亡ra亡ionQ三0･1 and injec巳ion of a 40keV D bean, vi亡h亡he nornen-

亡un inpu亡Calcula亡ed as described for亡he firs亡nodel problem･ The deu亡erium ions

are in亡he banana-pla亡eau regime and 亡he 亡ungs亡en ions are in 亡he collisional

regime (･uL-0)･

Our results for亡he PLY tnodel problem are shown in Figs･ 3t 4 The quali亡a一

亡ive charac亡er Of 亡he results is siⅡ止Iar 亡o亡he工SX resu1亡s, a1亡hough 亡he quan亡i一

亡a亡il!･e results are qui亡e differen亡 be亡'Aeen 亡he 亡vo cases. Ve no亡e 亡ha亡 亡he

亡orOidal ro亡a亡ion velo亡i亡y is larger in PLT亡han in 工SX, for a given direc亡ed

beatn power, a1亡hough亡be亡o亡al nutnber of plasma par亡it=1es is grea亡er in PLY,

itnplying a s亡ronger radial notnen亡um 亡ransfer tne.chanisa opera亡ing in IS:く⊂･LLan in

亡be mcb larger PLγ.

We note 亡ha亡in亡he PLY tnodel problem vi亡h no injec亡ion 亡he inward impuri亡y

flux due亡o 亡he radial electric field (亡he linear con亡ribu亡ion of tr..q. (44) plus

亡he nonlinear, iner亡ial con亡ribu亡ion of Eq. (ん2)) is 亡he甲皿e Si2:e aS 亡)Le iユVard

con亡ribu亡ipn due 亡o 亡he pressure gradien亡of Eqs. (38) and (30). Thus,亡he 亡o亡al

invard inpuri亡y f･1ux is abou亡 亡vice the neoclassical value, and conversely 亡he

ou亡･Jard deu亡eriun flux is also abou亡 亡vice 亡he neoclassical value, Which is

reniniscen亡 of 亡he obserl/a亡ion 亡ha亡 ヒhe measured iorT. hea亡 conduc亡ivi亡y is abしu亡

2-4 亡imes 亡he neoclassical value. Possibly,the radial elec亡ric field ef.fec亡s

of 亡he presen亡亡beory can accoun亡for亡his veil-knovTl '.fac亡or of 2-4.● dispari亡y

be亡veen tleOClassical predictions and experitnen亡.

The 亡ota1亡ungs亡en fluxes in Fig. 4 are in reasonable agreenen亡Vi亡h 亡hose

measured in PLY 【5]･ The experimenヒal fluxes
a亡IOir<_2O

cn Were -6-7:{10L5/m2-s

inward vi亡h叫亡NBI. -.2-4x1015/n2-s ou亡ward vi亡h 585 kW coinjec亡ion'and -25-5O

Ⅹ1015/n2
inward With 430 kW coun亡er-injection.

fluxes shotm in Fig. 6 are
-9.･r･1015/n21S

inward

The 亡o亡al calcula亡ed [ungs亡en

vi亡hou亡NB工, -らx1015/m2-ら ou亡vard

vi亡h 585 kW coinjec亡ion, and -50Ⅹ1015/n2-s
inward wi亡h 430 k.i coun亡erinjec亡ion･
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Fig.i

'Lミo亡ati･つII Veloci亡ies and :'aLliユ1 Eletニ【ric Field in ;SX-8さl.odel Problem
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Fig. 2

工mpu7:itv Transp()r亡 FIuxes irk :S.Y-8.tfodel Pr(-bit:m
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Fig. 3

Ro【a亡ioll Veloci亡ies and Radial E_1ec亡ric Field in PLT 〉lodel Problem
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工Tnpuri亡y Transport
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR H･MODE*

GA Teclmologies D-Ill Groups

Presented by

N. OHYABU

GA Technologies lnc.

P. 0. Box 85608, Sam Diego, CA 92138

Neutral-beam-heated expanded-boundary (XB) divertor discharges (Fig. 1)

have been obtained in Dollblet III with highheating efBciency forwide ranges

of plasma parameters (Zp : 300-800 kA; BT : 8-24 kG;兎e 2-lox

10)3cm-3; pbca,A < 4.5 MW, Pp ≦ 1.6, and βt≦ 2.8%). The improved heating

e缶ciency is well correlated with a con丘gurationalchange from limiter to XB dis-

charges '(Fig.2). The beam-heated,fully diverted exp弧ded-boundary discharges

with a limiter-separatrix distance greater than 1.5 cm exhibit up to a factor of two

improvement in energy confinement time (Fig.3)･ The TE increases approximately

linearlywith lp, but is insensitive to variations of a factor Gf 'b･yVO in兎e and BT･

Over theinner two-thirds of the plasma radius (r/a≦ 0.7),the shape of the Te

pro&le for XB discharges is similar to that for limiter discharges (Fig.4). Hence

the improvement of the globalenergy confinement is consistent with a reduction of

thermalconductivity over most of the plasma radius. With 2 MW of neutral-beam

injection into a high-current (Ip- 750 kA) ⅩB discharge, we have obtained energy

confinemen七times兎e'E F, 1 × 1013cm~3s~1. At highbeam power (Pb > 3 MW),

a mild deterioration of the energy confinement time has been observed.

*work Supported by U. S. DOE Contract DE-ATO3-84ER51044.
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s王huLATION OF IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN H-MODE TQKAMAK DISCHAW

T. HIRAYA!%

■
●

Japan Atomic Energy Research lnstiもute, Japan

Abstract

Results of､ the impurj.ty injection experiments in Doublet III beam heated

plasmas Were analysed With a numerical code to determine the transport

proper+_ies c'f trace impurities in L- and H--mode. A numerical code simulating

the impurity transport is utilized to estimate the value of anomalous

di打usion coefficient DA･ The impurit･y flux density is expressed as the sum

of an AIcator-INTOR type anomalous dif'fusion ( DA ) and the neoclassical

flux･ The DA Of (4-5)× 1019/ne(m2/s) can Well explain the dependence of the

experimental decay time on electron density. No difference in DA VTaS f●ound

between L- and H-mode discharges as well as Lhe joule heating phase.
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1. Introduction

The discovery of､ good 'conf､inement discharges by ASDEX 〔1〕, Where the

divertor equilibrium improves the energy confinerr.ent time of be beam heated

r

plasmas by a f､actor of'two, Was a highly encouraging result in the research

and development of､ the tokamak reactor. These good confinement discharges are

referred to as "H-mode.' in comparison to the deteriorated conf'inement.

discharges in t.he so-called "L-mode". Similar H-mode discharges have also

been obtained in Doublet III [2] and PDX [3]. The exper･imental data

indicated the importance of par･ticle tr･ansport properties as veil as the

electr･on thermal conductivity (4]. However. it is not possible to measure

the particle conrinement time directly. And theref､ore, titanium impurity

injection experiments Were performed i!1 Doublet III in or･der t.o study the

impurity transport. The decay times or line emissivity or Ti XX (259.3 A) are

measured and show a Weak dependence on the electron density t.hroughout the

neutral beam heated discharges. The injected titanium ion line emissions are

simulated With a numerical code using AIcator-INTOR 〔5〕 type anomalous

dif､rusion coef'デicients and a neoclassical f､1ux in the f､Iux density

expression.

2. Experimental results

In Doublet III, 6S>76 kV hydrogen beam With power of up to 4 MW is

injected near-perpendicularly into a deuterium plasma. The discharges are

made With either a divertor conrigulation or a poloidal limiter

configulation, Whose cross-section shapes are shown in Fig. 1. In the

divert.or configulation. high-confinement discharges ( H-mode ) have been

obtained With neutral beam injection heating.

A small amount of titanium is injected into the steady state portion of

the discharge at 0.8 see from the breakdown, using a laser blow-off technique

｢6). The emission of､ Ti )Ⅸ along a horizontal chord is measured atへ-8 cm

vertically above the magnetic axis. Decay time are obtained From the e-

folding time of a decaying chordal line radiance of- Ti XX in the L.-mode and
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H-mode discharges as well as in the joule heating phase. A parameter study of

impurity injections has been performed with various combinations of'

parameters: plasma current ( 300 kA < Ip < 750 kA ) ･ electron density

( 2.5xlO19m-3 < rb < 7.5xlO19m-3, Where rL, means the electron density

averaged along a tangential chord ( CH-B ) at r/a
- 0.33 ), and the toroidal

magnetic field (Bt ～ 2AT). The t.ime evolution of the Ti XX emission in the

H-mode is shown in Fig. 2-(e). Other plasma parameters are also shown in

f-igures: (a) neutral beam pulses; (b) electorn density at r/a
= 0.33', (c)

poloidal beta βp from the diamagnetic loop measurement; (d) fL凡Iine

emissions at the divertor plate and at the middle of､ t.he main plasma.

All data of､ the decay time Td measured in the experiment are shovn土n

Fig. 3 versus line-averaged electron density of CH-B. In t.his f'igure, the

notation ''D'' means a dee-shaped discharge With a limiter as shown in Fig.

1-b. The open symbols corresponds to the decay times in the H-mode dischar.ges

and the solid t.o the L-mode discharges. The squares show the data in the

joule phase. This f'igure shows a Weak dependence of Td On the electr.on

density. Figure 4 shows the data points With shot numbers, Which are analyzed

in this paper･ The heating efficiency Which is the increment of @p divided by

the number of neutral beams ( -1MW/beam ) is plotted against the inversed

square of'the plasma current and also shows the definition or the H-mode and

L-mode used in t.his paper. The heat.ing efficiency data in Doublet III are

almost uniformly distributed between the two lines H and I.. Ve ref'er to data

points above the middle ddt.ted line between the L and H lines as H-mode and

to ot.her･s
as L-mode. The notation ''AX'' in this figure corresponds to t.he

ASDEX data just for comparison (1].

3. Simulation Procedure

A one-dimensional time>dependent, multi-species impurity code is used t.o

treat impurity transport and at.omic processes of ionization and recombination

simult.aneously. The transport model is discussed in Ref. [7] ; here ve only

add some comment.a on a few modifications f'or simulation of impurit.y

injection.

The simulation or impurity injection to measure the decay time is
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performed by switching recyling coefficients to zero at the time t = 0.8 see,

after calculating the density profiles with recyling coefficients of 1.0,

instead of a pulsive external source due to impurity injection. rt was

conf'irmed that this abridgement does not aff'ect the decay times i-or ions

higher than f､ourteenth.for titanium impurity simulation. In order to compare

the simulation results with the experimental data, a line integrated value of

the line radiation Ti )Ⅸ is calculated at 8 cm orf､ the magnetic axis and the

decay Lime is evaluated from the initial e-folding time of the decaying

chordal radiance. Background plasma parameters are given by timetables of t.he

experimental data. The background ion is assumed to be deuterium and its

temperature is approximated by the electron temperature. The assumation or a

circular cross section is used throughout this simulation. The effects of

savtooth oscillation and momentum transfer due to neutral beam injection have

been lgnOred.

The rate coefficients are calculated i-ron the mult.i-ion model [8] that

is reformulated f'rom the average ion model L'9] . The charge-transfer (CT)

recombinat.ion With H/のneutrals is also considered as well as the electron

impact. The CT recombination rates are based on the empirical formulation of

IPPJ [10].. Only the f-ast neutrlals of the injected neutral beam and the halo

neutrals are assumed to have the charge-transfer interaction With impur･ity

ions except for the thermal neutrals of the background ions. The deposition

profiles of- the f'ast ions are calculated with a simple pencil beam model by

considering the beam energy components.

4. Computational Resul.じs and Discussion

Wit.h the anomalous diffusion coeff-icient inversely proportional to the

electr･on density, ve have simulated the decaying radiances of the injected

titanium ions. First, the tendencies of Td are St.udied With fixed plasma

profiles. Secondly, the simulation calculation fort the experimental data is

made to obtain the value of Dl.

In using the AIcator-INTOR type dif'fusion coef､ficient, ve have studied

the dependence of Td On the plasma parameters Wit.h the plasma profiles Which

are normalized as follows: Te(r)c,-(1-(r/a)l･5)2, Te(a)=0.05Te(0);
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ne(r)∝(1-(r/a)4), ne(a)±o.1ne(0). The paramet.er studies are made by changing

the central electron temperature from 1.0 keV to 2.5 keV and the volume

averaged electron density from 3×10t9 m-3 to 9× 1019 Tn-3. Figure 5 shows the

care.ulated Td- Of Ti XX versus the averaged electron density for several

central electron temperat.ures, With DA-4x lO柑/1b 〔m2/s〕 , the plasma currenL

of 740 kA and the toroidal field of 2.4 T. Td increases With the increase of

t.he electron density, while it decreases With t.he increase of the central

electron temperat.ure. These are caused by the inverse dependence of､ DA On t.he

electr､on density and by a movement. of､ the peak position of Ti )α toward the

outer region 〔11〕. This shows that t.he central elect.ron t号mPerature is one

of､ the important contributing Factors to Td.

For the experimental data shown in Fig. 4, the simulation Calculation

has been made to evaluate the decay times. Figure 6 shows the comparison of

calculation results and experimental results of the decay times for line

radiation of､ Ti )Ⅸ versus the volume averaged elect.ron derlSity. The results

are classified according to their central electron temper･atuy･es: (a)

Te(0)-0.8-1.OkeV (Joule plasma); (b) Te(0)-1.5keV; (c) Te(0)=1.9-2.5keV.

■'D''in the f､igure denotes dee-shaped discharges with a limiter; the others

are diver･tor discharges. The experimental Td are Shown in the same symbols as

those in Fig. 3. The symbols of'+ and 冗 correspond to the calculated results

With observed plasma profiles With D.4-4×10Z9/ne 〔m2/s〕 and With DA-5xlO柑/ne

〔m2/s〕, respectively. The solid curves in these figures show the c7ecay times

that are obtained With fixed profiles of plasma parameters With D.i句x 1079/ne
■1

[m-/s] as shown in Fig. 5. The differences between these lines and the

calcualted points
+ are caused by the dirrerenee in plasma proriles. The

discrepances are less than 20 ㌔ For all cases. This suggests that the

neoclassical erf'ects due to gradients in plasma proriles are Weak in Doublet

III discharges. Figure 6 shows that a good agreement in Td is obtained over a

vide l･ange Of plasma parameters Within experimental and calculational

accuracies. No appreciable difference in DA Was found between thr･ee kinds of

discharges. as f'ar as using the AIcator-INTOR type anomalous dif､fusion

coefficient. DA Of (4-5)xlO79/ne can veil explain the tendency of the weak

dependence of TD On electron density. For constant DJ over the r.adius. ve

have not obtained a systematic agreement of the decay times between the

calculation results and the experimental data.
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Figure 7 shows the valuues of DA或× 1019/ne for different discharges at i

= 0.8 see just before 2:erO-reCyling. The values of- DA at the edge for

dee-shaped dischar･ges are smaller than the ones for diverted discharges by a

factor of 3-4 becaues the dee-shaped discharges have a high electron density

at t托e boundary 〔A〕.
.It

should be emphasized again thatてd Of'not only the

diverted discharges but also the dee-shaped limiter discharges agree With the

calculation results obtained Wit.h DA Which is inverEjely proporti(爪al to the

electpon density as shown in Fig. 6. This fact might suggest that the decay
争

time of'Ti XX is not determined by DA at the outer region but by DA at the

peak position in Ti XX prof､ile. In order to verif'y that. D^ at the edge has

little effect on the calculated Td, Cale.ulations Were made vher･eby the

arl.Omalous diffusion coefficient Was assumed to be half of 4k lO19/ne during

the neutral beam injection in two regions: (a) 0.7 < r/a < I and (b) 0.5

･/

r,/a < 1. Figure 8 shows the impurity ion density profiles at t=0.79 see for

the H-mode. The calculated decay times are 31.5 ms fort the case of (a) and

40.6 ms for the√,.case of (b). The original decay time vith D/,-4×1019/ne is
ノ′

24.6 ms. It is obvious that the improved transport at the region f､ather out

from the density profile of Ti XX Would have an impact on the decay time only

by a facto.r of 30 %. On the other hand. the smaller DA over the region

including the peak position in Ti )Ⅸ prof､ile, clearly results in the too long

decay time as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, it is shown that Td Of initial

e-folding time mainly ref'1ects the impurity t.ransport properties near the

peak position in the profiles of the measured line radiation.

5. Conclusion

By using AIcator-INTOR type scaling as DA, We have simulat.ed the

injections of titanium over a wide range of'plsma parameters, from LTmOde to

H-mode as veil as the jpule heating phase. Analysis of the decay time of the

injected impurity experiments demonstrated that the impurity transport does

not change With the difference (_.F the plsama paramet.ers between H- and

L-modes. The anomalous diffusion coefficient obtained is (4-5)× 1019/ne
′つ

〔m~/s〕.
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If ther･e is a st.rong relation'in the particle tr･ansport between the bulk

ions and the impur･ity ions, the two facts that the one, no essential

difTerences in the decay time are seen for the different discharge mode and

th冬t the se'eqnd, the cont.ribution of､ DA at the outer region to the decay time

is smau, suggest that an improvement of､ confinement property in the H-mode

may exist in a limited region cf r/a > 0.7; the part.icle confinement. is

apparently improved in the H-mode relative to that in the L-mode because the

elecLron density increases or keeps constant value even though the gas

fueling is reduced. Therefore, it is reasonable that. no diff､erences in the

impurity transport ar･e seen over the vide parameter range from the L-mode to

the H-mode because t.he peak position in Ti XX profile is located at the inner

region of､ ㍗/aく0.6 through this experiment.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Plasma cross section studied in the present Work, (a) divertor

discharge, (b) 1imiter discharge.

Fig. 2 Typical time evolution of the Ti XX emission and related plasma

parameters in the H-mode discharge With Ip = r740 kA, PINJ- 4 MW

and Bt =2A T.

(a) neutral beam pulses,

(b) electron density (CH-B) at r
= 14 cm,

(c) poloidal beta for the diamagnetic loop measurement,

(d) rtt/払Iine emissions at the divertor plat.e and in the middle

or the main plasma,

(e) the emission of Ti XX (259.3 A) along a horizontal chord at

- 8 cm vertically above the magnetic axis.

Fig. 3 Experimental decay time Td VS.. line
-averaged electron density rb.

The open symbols correspond to I:a in t.he H-mode discharge and the

solid to the L-mode discharge. The squares sbov the data in the

joule phase. D means a dee-shaped discharge With a limiter.

Fig. 4 Increment of beta per number of neutral beams ( ～ 1MV/beam ) Wit.h

respect to I,{2 ･ Two lines of = and L show the typical data in the

H- and L-mode discharges. Symbols mean the same as those in Fig. 3.

The AX corresponds to the ASDEX data.

Fig･ 5 Dependence of tau on the plasma parameters_With the i-i父ed profiles:

Te(r)∝(ト(r/a)1･5)2, Te(a)-0.05Te(0); nc,(r)∝(ド(r/a)4),

ne(a)=o11ne(0); DA(r)=4× 1019/ne(r); Ip=740kA, Bt=2･4T･

Fig. 6 Compar･ison of experimental Td and calculated results Wit.h observed

plasma profiles:
+, DA句×1019/ne; Ⅹ, DA=5×1019/ne. The axis of the

absc.i_ssa is the volume averaged electron density. The solid lines

shov the calculat.ed r･esults for fixed plasma profiles With

DA句× 1019/ne.
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Fig. 7 Profiles of･anomalous diffusion, coefficient of 4×10L9/ne at i = o.8

sec. The values at the radii f､urtber out than r - 35 em are shown

in a different scale.

Fig. 8 Titanium ion density profiles and the effect of DA On Td for the

H-mode discharge.. Te (0)-2.5keV, Ip=740kA, PENJ-4MW and Bt-2AT. The

D.4 is reduced by a factor of 1/2 after the neutral beam injection

in two regions: (a)0.5<r/a< 1.0 ; (b) 0.7<r/a< i.0. The

decay times are 40.6 ms f､or (a) and 3l.5 ms i-or (b), and the

origna1てJ is 24.8 ms With DA句×1019/ne.
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